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21CV05290

1
2

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE STATE OF OREGON

3

FOR THE COUNTY OF MARION

4
5

DIEGO HERNANDEZ, individually
and as an elected official and member of
the Oregon House of Representatives,

6

Plaintiff,

7
8
9
10
11
12

COMPLAINT - Declaratory Judgment,
Preliminary Injunction, 42 U.S.C. § 1983,
Discrimination
Demand for Jury Trial; Claim Not Subject to
Mandatory Arbitration

v.
THE OREGON LEGISLATURE,
THE OREGON HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, RON NOBLE,
in his official and personal capacity,
JULIE FAHEY, in her official and
personal capacity, JACKIE
SANDMEYER, in her official and
personal capacity, and TINA KOTEK,
in her official and personal capacity,

13

21CV05290
Case No: ____________________

Monetary Claim for $1,000,000

Defendants.

14
Plaintiff Diego Hernandez (“Plaintiff”) alleges, at all times material herein:

15
16

VENUE AND JURISDICTION

17

1.
Venue and jurisdiction are appropriate in this Court because the events giving rise to

18
19

this Complaint occurred primarily in Marion County, Oregon.

20

2.

21

Plaintiff is the duly elected Representative from House District 47 and has been

22

serving as a member of the Oregon House of Representatives since January 2019. Plaintiff is

23

Latino.
3.

24
25
26

Defendant the Oregon Legislature (“Legislature”) is the legislative body of the State
of Oregon, organized under Article IV of the Oregon Constitution. Defendant the Oregon
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1

House of Representatives (“House of Representatives”) is one of two bodies comprising the

2

Legislature.

3

4.

4

The House of Representatives constituted a Conduct Committee, of which Defendant

5

Julie Fahey (“Fahey”) and Defendant Ron Noble (“Noble”) are the Co-Chairs. The Conduct

6

Committee consists of four members of the House of Representatives.

7

5.

8
9

Defendant Jackie Sandmeyer (“Sandmeyer”) is the head of the House Legislative
Equity Office (“LEO”).

10

6.

11
12

Defendant Tina Kotek (“Kotek”) is the presiding officer and Speaker of the House of
Representatives.

13

7.

14

At all material times, Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek were acting within the

15

course and scope of their employment or, in the alternative, in an agency capacity for the

16

Legislature and were acting under color of state law.

17

8.

18

Plaintiff requests a jury trial on all claims for which a jury trial is allowed in this

19

matter.

20

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS

21

9.

22

In or around April 2020, a complaint was made against Plaintiff alleging that he had

23

mistreated women with whom he had consensual relationships with. These women were not

24

members or employees of the Legislature.

25
26

10.
Kotek reported this complaint to the LEO, which triggered an investigation under
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1

Legislative Branch Personnel Rule 27 (“Rule 27"), attached to this Complaint as Exhibit 1 and

2

incorporated by this reference.

3
4

11.
On or around May 5, 2020, Plaintiff was notified that Sandmeyer was conducting a

5

Rule 27 investigation into his alleged conduct. Unbeknownst to Plaintiff, Sandmeyer’s

6

spouse had previously worked for Kotek, the person who made the complaint to the LEO.

7

Neither Sandmeyer nor Kotek disclosed this relationship to Plaintiff and Sandmeyer did not

8

recuse from this matter.

9

12.

10

Pursuant to Rule 27(6)(e), the LEO had 10 days to appoint an investigator after

11

receiving the formal complaint. The LEO hired an outside investigator for this matter and

12

Plaintiff fully complied with the investigation.

13
14

13.
Pursuant to Rule 27 (6)(h), the investigator has 60 days from appointment to conduct

15

the investigation and present a draft finding of fact and recommendations to the Human

16

Resources Director, the Office of the Legislative Counsel, the complainant, and the person

17

alleged to be involved with the harassment. The person alleged to be involved with the

18

harassment has a right to be promptly informed of any extensions granted to the investigator

19

and must be provided with the reason for any delay.

20

14.

21

That did not occur during this investigation. Plaintiff’s investigation was delayed for

22

nearly 200 days to encourage additional complainants to come forward and make complaints

23

against Plaintiff. Plaintiff was not provided with an explanation for such delay and Plaintiff

24

did not learn of that fact until February 3, 2021, during the Conduct Committee hearings on

25

this matter. Prolonging an investigation for the express purpose of encouraging new

26

complaints or complainants is not allowed under Rule 27.
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1

15.

2

Rule 27 (6)(k) provides that a respondent (in this case Plaintiff) must receive a copy of

3

the investigator’s final findings of fact and recommendations within 10 days of its submission.

4

In this case, Plaintiff did not receive a copy of the investigator’s final report until January 22,

5

2021.

6

16.

7

The Conduct Committee must provide the person alleged to be involved with the

8

harassment a meaningful chance to respond to the allegations in a public hearing. Pursuant to

9

Rule 27(8)(e), the person alleged to be involved with the harassment has 10 days to submit his

10

objections to the final findings of fact and recommendations. In this case, Plaintiff was given

11

only seven days to present his response and rebuttal to the final report, which Plaintiff did on

12

January 29, 2021. (Plaintiff’s initial response is attached as Exhibit 2, and incorporated into

13

this Complaint by this reference).

14
15

17.
In the investigator’s final report, the investigator found that Plaintiff had engaged in

16

inappropriate conduct related to his interactions with women who were dubbed Subjects 1, 2

17

and 4. Plaintiff’s responses were directly contradictory to those allegations.

18
19

18.
For example, after having a consensual intimate relationship with Plaintiff, Subject 1

20

then claimed that she did not want to socialize with Plaintiff. Plaintiff’s response showed that

21

Subject 1, after claiming she did not want to socialize with Plaintiff, texted Plaintiff inviting

22

him to “HH” (Happy Hour) near her residence, asked Plaintiff to call her, and stated that she

23

wanted to see him to vent.

24
25
26

19.
In addition, Plaintiff’s response showed that Subject 2, while claiming that she did not
want to socialize with Plaintiff, was emailing Plaintiff’s then-partner trying to encourage the
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1

partner to end her relationship with Plaintiff, so that Subject 2 could pursue such a

2

relationship with Plaintiff. Further, Plaintiff’s response showed that Subjects 2 and 4 were

3

sisters; a close relationship that the investigator and Sandmeyer should have disclosed to the

4

Committee.

5
6

20.
The LEO refused to accept Plaintiff’s response because it contained the names of the

7

complainants. Plaintiff’s response showed that two of the complainants were sisters, a fact

8

that was never disclosed to the Conduct Committee. Rule 27 requires that all persons subject

9

to the Rule must guard against the disclosure of the identity of the complainants. Plaintiff did

10

not follow that request because the complainants involved here are adults and are not claiming

11

to be victims of any crime. Further, Plaintiff’s constitutional due process rights are superior

12

to the Rule 27 requirements of anonymity.

13

21.

14

Upon the LEO’s request, Plaintiff submitted a new response with the names and

15

identifiers redacted (Plaintiff’s second response, redacted as described, is attached as Exhibit

16

3, and incorporated into this Complaint by this reference). Sandmeyer again refused to

17

provide this response to the four members of the Conduct Committee and further redacted the

18

response as shown in Exhibit 4, incorporated into this Complaint by this reference.

19

22.

20

Sandmeyer excessively and needlessly redacted Plaintiff’s response to the point that

21

none of his evidence was ever seen by the Conduct Committee. Sandmeyer redacted dates,

22

how Plaintiff knew the subjects, multiple pages of text message threads and Facebook posts,

23

any reference to the fact that two of the subjects were sisters, any reference to the fact that the

24

subjects wanted to rekindle a romantic relationship with Plaintiff, and any reference to Kotek.

25

23.

26

Plaintiff’s response contained evidence that directly rebutted the investigator’s report.
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1

Sandmeyer’s refusal to present this evidence to the Conduct Committee and the Conduct

2

Committee’s decision to refuse to read, review and consider Plaintiff’s evidence prevented

3

Plaintiff from having a fair hearing before the Conduct Committee. The Conduct Committee,

4

chaired by Noble and Fahey, specifically refused to consider Plaintiff’s evidence. If the

5

Conduct Committee had considered Plaintiff’s evidence, the Committee would have heard

6

substantial evidence that rebutted the claims and testimony of the subjects who claimed that

7

Plaintiff had harassed them or given them unwanted attention.

8

24.

9

In another example of how the process was flawed, the investigator read to the

10

Conduct Committee one of Subject 2's texts to Plaintiff. In the text, provided in Plaintiff’s

11

response, Subject 2 included the term “LOL.” That term was left out when read by the

12

investigator, creating a completely different context. By refusing to read and review

13

Plaintiff’s evidence, the Committee was denying Plaintiff a meaningful opportunity to be

14

heard. Plaintiff’s response was full of similar evidence that rebutted the allegations of the

15

subjects, all of which was withheld from the Committee by Sandmeyer and refused to be

16

presented to the Committee by Noble and Fahey.

17

25.

18

The Conduct Committee convened a hearing on February 1-5, 2021 to putatively

19

review the allegations against Plaintiff. Under Rule 27, the Conduct Committee is required to

20

make factual findings and determine whether Plaintiff’s alleged conduct violated Rule 27 and

21

make recommendations to the House of Representatives regarding what sanctions Plaintiff

22

should be given if any.

23
24

26.
Before and during the hearing, Plaintiff notified the Conduct Committee that several

25

of the allegations occurred before Rule 27 prohibited the alleged misconduct. Despite

26

Plaintiff’s arguments, the Conduct Committee failed to address whether Rule 27 was being
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1

applied ex post facto and, in making its findings and determinations, the Conduct Committee

2

applied Rule 27 in a manner that found Plaintiff violated the Rule at times when Plaintiff’s

3

conduct was not prohibited by the Rule. In addition, Rule 27 did not previously apply beyond

4

employees of the Legislature, which these subjects were not.

5
6

27.
During the Conduct Committee hearing, Plaintiff, although designated the

7

“Respondent” in the proceedings, was forced by Noble and Fahey to testify first. Plaintiff had

8

the assistance of counsel. Plaintiff requested that he be allowed to testify and that his counsel

9

be able to make a statement and further represent him. The Conduct Committee refused to

10

allow both Plaintiff and his counsel to make a statement, and refused to allow Plaintiff’s

11

counsel to actively represent Plaintiff.

12

28.

13

After Plaintiff presented his response to the allegations through his counsel, the

14

Conduct Committee allowed five anonymous subjects to testify. After those subjects

15

presented testimony, the Conduct Committee denied Plaintiff and Plaintiff’s counsel the

16

opportunity to question the subjects or present rebuttal testimony and evidence.

17

29.

18

The Conduct Committee made findings of fact and determined that Plaintiff had

19

violated Rule 27 with respect to three subjects/complainants. These findings and

20

determinations were made without reading, reviewing or considering the evidence presented

21

by Plaintiff. These findings and determinations were made without allowing Plaintiff to have

22

the assistance of counsel in his representation. These findings and determinations were made

23

without allowing Plaintiff to respond to or rebut the new evidence that was presented in the

24

Conduct Committee hearings from the subjects who testified after Plaintiff. Plaintiff was

25

forced to testify before hearing the new evidence presented by the witnesses. Only one of the

26

subjects testified in person; the others were allowed to read statements through proxies
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1

without identifying themselves.

2
3

30.
After finding that Plaintiff had violated Rule 27, the Conduct Committee voted to

4

recommend, 3-1, that Plaintiff be expelled from the House of Representatives. Plaintiff will

5

next be subjected to a vote of the House of Representatives in which he will similarly not be

6

able to present evidence or defend himself. The vote may occur as soon as February 16, 2021.

7

31.

8
9

Kotek and Sandmeyer are preventing the members of the House of Representatives
from seeing the evidence that Plaintiff has submitted rebutting and responding to the

10

allegations. Members of the House of Representatives have asked that they be able to review

11

the evidence that Plaintiff presented in his response, but Sandmeyer and Kotek refuse to allow

12

the members to review Plaintiff’s evidence. As such, Plaintiff will potentially be expelled

13

from the House of Representatives by members who have never seen or considered his

14

evidence, upon a recommendation from a Committee that never saw or considered his

15

evidence.

16
17

32.
Plaintiff receives a salary for his work as a legislator, together with per diem pay while

18

the House of Representatives is in session. Plaintiff as an employee of the Legislature

19

receives benefits for his work, such as PERS retirement contributions and other paid benefits.

20

If Plaintiff is expelled from the House of Representatives, he will lose his position as a

21

member of the Legislature and his compensation and benefits. Plaintiff receives

22

approximately $5,000 per month in compensation and benefits due to his position as a

23

member of the House of Representatives and a $151 per diem stipend while the House of

24

Representatives is in session.

25
26

33.
If Plaintiff is expelled from his position as a member of the House of Representatives,
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1

he will be unable to represent his constituents from District 47 who elected him to the

2

position, thereby disenfranchising the citizens of District 47.

3
4

34.
If Plaintiff is expelled from his position as a member of the House of Representatives,

5

he will suffer irreparable harm to his reputation without having had an opportunity to

6

adequately defend himself.

7

FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF

8

Declaratory Judgment

9

(All Defendants in their Official Capacity)

10

Count 1- Facially Unconstitutional and Void

11

35.

12

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 34 by reference.

13
14

36.
Pursuant to ORS 28.010 and ORS 28.020, there is a justiciable controversy between

15

Plaintiff and Defendants inasmuch as Defendants violated Plaintiff’s state and federal

16

constitutional rights. Plaintiff contends that Rule 27 is facially unconstitutional.

17

37.

18

Rule 27 violates the provisions of the Oregon Constitution that provides for the

19

election of members to the House of Representatives.

20
21

38.
Rule 27 violates the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United

22

States Constitution in that it prevents a member of the House of Representatives from having

23

a meaningful opportunity to be heard regarding allegations against the member and provides

24

that a member may be expelled from their position without providing due process of law.

25
26

39.
Rule 27 violates the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
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1

States Constitution in that it allows a member’s reputation to be diminished without allowing

2

the member an opportunity to meaningfully respond to the allegations against the member.

3
4

40.
Rule 27 prevents a member from exercising the member’s right of freedom of

5

speech/expression under both the Oregon Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, and the First

6

Amendment to the United States Constitution. Rule 27 characterizes any attempt by the

7

member to defend himself or herself as “retaliation” subject to further sanction under Rule 27.

8

Characterizing exercising one’s freedom of speech/expression as “retaliation” chills the

9

member’s lawful exercise of their freedom of speech/expression. In this way, Rule 27

10

operates as a prior restraint on speech/expression.

11
12

41.
This Court should declare Rule 27 facially unconstitutional. This Court should order

13

Defendants to cease and desist in its efforts to remove Plaintiff from his duly elected position.

14

Count 2- Unconstitutional as applied to Plaintiff and Void

15

42.

16

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 41 by reference.

17
18

43.
Pursuant to ORS 28.010 and ORS 28.020, there is a justiciable controversy between

19

Plaintiff and Defendants inasmuch as Defendants violated Plaintiff’s state and federal

20

constitutional rights. Plaintiff contends that Rule 27 is unconstitutional as applied to Plaintiff.

21

44.

22

Rule 27 is unconstitutional as applied to Plaintiff because the process described above

23

violated Plaintiff’s constitutional rights under the Oregon and Federal Constitutions. Rule 27

24

is being applied ex post facto to Plaintiff’s alleged misconduct. At the time of Plaintiff’s

25

alleged misconduct, Rule 27 did not prohibit the conduct or provide sanctions for the conduct.

26
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1
2
3

45.
Rule 27 prevents Plaintiff from having a meaningful opportunity to be heard regarding
allegations against him and allows Plaintiff to be expelled without due process of law.

4
5
6

46.
Rule 27 allows a Plaintiff’s reputation to be diminished without allowing the member
an opportunity to meaningfully respond to the allegations against him.

7
8
9

47.
Rule 27 also prevents Plaintiff from exercising his right of freedom of
speech/expression under both the Oregon Constitution, Article 1, Section 8, and the First

10

Amendment to the United States Constitution because Rule 27 characterizes any attempt by

11

Plaintiff to defend himself or herself as “retaliation” subject to further sanction under Rule 27.

12

In fact, Plaintiff has already been accused of retaliation under Rule 27 for posting a statement

13

in opposition to the Rule 27 proceedings against him on Facebook. Characterizing exercising

14

one’s freedom of speech/expression as “retaliation” chills the member’s lawful exercise of

15

their freedom of speech/expression. In this way, Rule 27 operates as a prior restraint on

16

speech/expression.

17
18

48.
This Court should declare Rule 27 unconstitutional as applied to Plaintiff. This Court

19

should order Defendants to cease and desist in its efforts to remove Plaintiff from his duly

20

elected position.

21

SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF

22

Injunctive Relief

23

(All Defendants in their Official Capacity)

24

49.

25

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 48 by reference.
50.

26
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1

Plaintiff will be irreparably harmed if the House of Representatives and Legislature is

2

allowed to proceed with expulsion as described above and there is no other adequate legal

3

remedy.

4
5

51.
Plaintiff requests that this Court issue an injunction prohibiting the House of

6

Representatives and Legislature from proceeding with expulsion or any other sanction,

7

punishment or adverse action that would deprive Plaintiff of his liberty or property interests

8

due to the constitutional infirmities of Rule 27 facially and/or as applied to Plaintiff.

9
10
11

52.
Plaintiff also requests an injunction of this Court prohibiting Defendants from placing
restraints or sanctions on Plaintiff for exercising his freedom of speech/expression.

12
13

53.
The people of Oregon will not be harmed by this Court granting the injunctive relief

14

request, but rather, the greater public interest and welfare will be served by granting the relief

15

requested.

16

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF

17

42 U.S.C. §1983

18

(Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek in their Personal Capacity)

19

Count 1 - Violation of Procedural Due Process

20

54.

21

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 53 by reference.

22

55.

23

42 U.S.C. § 1983 provides that a party shall be liable where “under color of any

24

statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage, of any State . . subjects, or causes to be

25

subjected, any person of the United States . . . deprivation of any rights, privileges, or

26

immunities secured by the Constitution and laws of the United States.”
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1
2

56.
The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees procedural

3

due process protecting individuals from erroneous or unjustified deprivations of life, liberty or

4

property. Plaintiff possessed a protected liberty interest in his reputation and a protected

5

property interest in his work benefits, such as PERS retirement contributions and other paid

6

benefits.

7
8

57.
As described in more detail above, Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek knowingly

9

deprived Plaintiff of his protected liberty interest and property interest without due process of

10

law. Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek delayed Plaintiff’s investigation by nearly 200 days

11

for improper purposes, did not notify Plaintiff of the reasons for the delay, failed to give

12

Plaintiff the final findings of fact within 10 days of its submission, only provided Plaintiff

13

with seven days to respond to the allegations, prevented Plaintiff from presenting evidence at

14

the fact finding hearing, prevented Plaintiff from testifying without forfeiting his right to

15

counsel, required Plaintiff to present his defense first, and precluded Plaintiff from

16

questioning other witnesses or providing rebuttal evidence and testimony.

17

58.

18

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek acted outside of the legitimate sphere of

19

legislative authority and activity. The unlawful actions they engaged in was in the employee-

20

employer context more so than their official positions as legislatures. Moreover, Rule 27 is

21

applied on a case-by-case basis without creating a binding rule of conduct, applies to only a

22

few individuals rather than the public at large, and does not bear all the hallmarks of

23

traditional legislation in its character or effect.

24
25
26

59.
As a direct, proximate, and foreseeable result Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek’s
illegal deprivation of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights, Plaintiff has endured emotional distress
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1

in the form of anguish, embarrassment, loss of reputation, fear, worry, grief, anger, confusion,

2

frustration, loss of sleep, and interference with usual life activities.

3
4

60.
Plaintiff requests non-economic damages in the form of emotional distress against

5

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek in the amount of $1,000,000, along with reasonable

6

attorney fees, expert witness fees, costs, and interest pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1988.

7
8

Count 2 - Equal Protection against Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek

9

61.

10

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 60 by reference.

11
12
13

62.
The Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that no state
shall deny to any person the equal protection of the laws.

14

63.

15

Plaintiff is Latino. The Legislature has had many Caucasian members who have

16

committed much more severe acts than Plaintiff, but have never proposed expulsion for a

17

Caucasian member. Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek’s actions to expel Plaintiff are

18

based substantially on Plaintiff’s race and/or national origin and thus, violate Plaintiff’s

19

Fourteenth Amendment right to Equal Protection.

20

64.

21

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek acted outside of the legitimate sphere of

22

legislative authority and activity. The unlawful actions they engaged in was in the employee-

23

employer context more so than their official positions as legislatures. Moreover, Rule 27 is

24

applied on a case-by-case basis without creating a binding rule of conduct, applies to only a

25

few individuals rather than the public at large, and does not bear all the hallmarks of

26

traditional legislation in its character or effect.
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1
2

65.
As a direct, proximate, and foreseeable result Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek’s

3

illegal deprivation of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights, Plaintiff has endured emotional distress

4

in the form of anguish, embarrassment, loss of reputation, fear, worry, grief, anger, confusion,

5

frustration, loss of sleep, and interference with usual life activities

6

66.

7

Plaintiff requests non-economic damages in the form of emotional distress against

8

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek in the amount of $1,000,000, along with reasonable

9

attorney fees, expert witness fees, costs, and interest pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1988.

10

Count 3 - First Amendment against Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek

11

67.

12

Plaintiff re-alleges and incorporates paragraphs 1 through 66 by reference.

13

68.

14

The First Amendment to the United States Constitution, as incorporated by the

15

Fourteenth Amendment, protects individual’s right to freedom of speech.

16
17

69.
Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek’s actions as described above violated Plaintiff’s

18

right to freedom of speech under the First Amendment to the United States Constitution.

19

Plaintiff had a constitutional right to express his opposition to the proceedings against him.

20

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek deprived Plaintiff of his right to free speech by labeling

21

his statements as “retaliation” and taking adverse actions against him.
70.

22
23

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek acted outside of the legitimate sphere of

24

legislative authority and activity. The unlawful actions they engaged in was in the employee-

25

employer context more so than their official positions as legislatures. Moreover, Rule 27 is

26

applied on a case-by-case basis without creating a binding rule of conduct, applies to only a
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1

few individuals rather than the public at large, and does not bear all the hallmarks of

2

traditional legislation in its character or effect.

3
4

71.
As a direct, proximate, and foreseeable result Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek’s

5

illegal deprivation of Plaintiff’s constitutional rights, Plaintiff has endured emotional distress

6

in the form of anguish, embarrassment, loss of reputation, fear, worry, grief, anger, confusion,

7

frustration, loss of sleep, and interference with usual life activities

8

72.

9

Plaintiff requests non-economic damages in the form of emotional distress against

10

Fahey, Noble, Sandmeyer and Kotek in the amount of $1,000,000, along with reasonable

11

attorney fees, expert witness fees, costs, and interest pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §1988.

12
13

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff demands the following for its claim for relief:
1.

14

A declaration the Rule 27 is constitutionally invalid, as described more
particularly above;

15

2.

Injunctive relief, as described more particularly above;

16

3.

Non-economic damages in the amount of $1,000,000;

17

4.

Attorney fees, expert witness fees, costs, and interest pursuant to 42 U.S.C.
§1988;

18
19

5.

Costs and disbursements incurred in this matter; and

20

6.

Any other relief this Court deems just and equitable.

21

DATED this 10th day of February, 2021.

22

/s/ Kevin T. Lafky
Kevin T. Lafky, OSB#852633
klafky@lafky.com
Amanda L. Reilly, OSB#194422
areilly@lafky.com
LAFKY & LAFKY
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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stereotype, or other verbal or physical conduct of a
sexual nature, if:
(A) Submission to the conduct is made either
explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of a
person’s employment;
(B) A person expressly or by implication conveys
that declining to submit to the conduct will affect a
person’s job, leave request, benefits or business before the Legislative Assembly; or
(C) The unwelcome conduct has the purpose or
effect of unreasonably interfering with a person’s job
performance, or creates a work environment that a
reasonable person would find intimidating, hostile or
offensive.
(g) “Unwelcome conduct” means conduct that an
individual does not incite or solicit and that the individual regards as undesirable or offensive. An individual may withdraw consent to conduct that was
previously welcomed by the individual.
(h) “Workplace harassment” means unwelcome
conduct in the form of treatment or behavior that,
to a reasonable person, creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work environment. “Workplace
harassment” includes discrimination based on a
person’s protected class. “Workplace harassment”
also includes unwelcome conduct that occurs outside
of work during nonworking hours if the conduct
creates a work environment that a reasonable employee would find intimidating, hostile or offensive.
“Workplace harassment” does not include every minor annoyance or disappointment that an employee
may encounter in the course of performing the
employee’s job.
(3) Appointing authorities and supervisors.
(a) As used in this subsection, “supervisor”
means a person who directs the regular work assignments of any employee.
(b) An appointing authority or supervisor shall
take appropriate action to prevent, promptly correct
and report harassment about which the appointing
authority or supervisor knew or, with the exercise
of reasonable care, should have known. “Harassing
conduct” may include conduct by a nonemployee located in the workplace such as a vendor or member
of the public.
(c) If an appointing authority or supervisor has
knowledge of harassing conduct, the appointing authority or supervisor shall report the conduct to the
Human Resources Director or the Legislative Counsel.
(4) Members or employees subjected to
harassment.
(a) A member of the Legislative Assembly or
employee of the Legislative Branch who is subject
to what the member or employee believes to be
harassment should report the conduct as soon as
possible.
(b) An employee may report what the employee
believes to be harassment to any of the following
individuals:
(A) The employee’s supervisor. An employee may
report conduct that the employee believes to be
harassing conduct to the employee’s supervisor. If

Be It Resolved by the Legislative Assembly of
the State of Oregon:
That Legislative Branch Personnel Rules as
amended and in effect for the Seventy-ninth Legislative Assembly are adopted for the Eightieth Legislative Assembly except as otherwise provided in this
concurrent resolution.
Legislative Branch Personnel Rule 27 is amended as
follows:
Rule 27. Harassment-Free Workplace.
(1) Policy.
(a) The Legislative Branch is committed to providing a safe and respectful workplace that is free
of harassment. Members of the Legislative Assembly
and all Legislative Branch employees are expected
to conduct themselves in a manner that is free of
harassment and to discourage all harassment in the
workplace and at events, professional meetings,
seminars or any events at which legislative business
is conducted.
(b) This rule is designed to provide members and
employees with informal and formal options to correct harassing conduct before it rises to the level of
severe or pervasive harassment or discrimination.
The Legislative Branch encourages members and
employees to address potentially harassing conduct
through reports to Employee Services or other avenues set forth in this rule.
(2) Terms. As used in this rule:
(a) “Employees” includes legislative interns and
volunteers performing services for the Legislative
Branch.
(b) “Harassing conduct” or “harassment” includes sexual harassment or workplace harassment.
“Harassing conduct” may include conduct by a nonemployee located in the workplace such as a vendor
or member of the public.
(c) “Knowledge” of harassing conduct includes
conduct about which an appointing authority or
supervisor knows or, with the exercise of reasonable
care, should know.
(d) “Protected class” means a class of individuals
defined by a characteristic that may not be targeted
for discrimination, including age, race, sex, sexual
orientation, gender, gender identification, national
origin, disability and religion.
(e) “Retaliation” means action taken against an
employee with respect to a term or condition of employment for the reason that the employee has opposed conduct that is prohibited under this rule.
(f) “Sexual harassment” means unwelcome conduct in the form of a sexual advance, sexual comment, request for sexual favors, unwanted or
offensive touching or physical contact of a sexual
nature, unwanted closeness, impeding or blocking
movement, sexual gesture, sexual innuendo, sexual
joke, sexually charged language, intimate inquiry,
persistent unwanted courting, sexist insult, gender
1
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an employee does not have a supervisor or is unaware of a supervisor, an employee may report concerns to other individuals listed in subparagraphs
(B) to (D) of this paragraph.
(B) The employee’s appointing authority. An employee may report conduct that the employee believes to be harassing conduct to the employee’s
appointing authority.
(C) Employee Services. An employee may report
conduct that the employee believes to be harassing
conduct to Employee Services.
(D) The Office of the Legislative Counsel. An
employee may report conduct that the employee believes to be harassing conduct to the Legislative
Counsel. The Legislative Counsel shall direct employees with concerns regarding harassing conduct
to designated staff within the Office of the Legislative Counsel.
(c) A member may report what the member believes to be harassment to any of the following individuals:
(A) Employee Services. A member may report
conduct that the member believes to be harassing
conduct to Employee Services.
(B) The Office of the Legislative Counsel. A
member may report conduct that the member believes to be harassing conduct to the Legislative
Counsel or the Chief Deputy Legislative Counsel.
(d) If an employee works for the person alleged
to be involved in the harassment, the employee
should report to an alternative point of contact
listed in this subsection.
(5) Informal reporting process.
(a) A person who believes that the person may
have been subjected to harassment may simply want
particular conduct to stop, but may not want to go
through a formal complaint process or legal proceeding. The informal reporting process is designed
and intended to meet that need.
(b) A member of the Legislative Assembly or
employee of the Legislative Branch may, within [one
year] four years of the date of the alleged
harassment, initiate an informal reporting process
described in this subsection by reporting the harassing conduct to any of the parties listed in subsection
(4) of this rule.
(c) The report must include specific details of the
alleged harassment, the name of the person alleged
to be involved in the harassment and the dates and
times of the alleged harassment.
(d) Except as subject to applicable statutes of
limitation and time limitations set forth in this rule,
the selection of any one option does not preclude a
reporting party from pursuing other options at any
time.
(e) Even if no report is generated, Employee
Services, in consultation with the Legislative Counsel, shall investigate instances of severe or pervasive
harassment or discrimination based on a protected
class, which may result in corrective action against
a member or employee who engages in harassment
as described in this rule.

(f) When an informal report is made under this
subsection, Employee Services or the Legislative
Counsel shall immediately take appropriate action to
ensure that the reporting party has a safe and nonhostile work environment.
(g) If Employee Services conducts an investigation based on a report under this subsection, subject to the reporting requirement under subsection
(3) of this rule, all members and employees involved
in the investigation shall cooperate and keep information
regarding
the
matter
confidential.
However[,]:
(A) Certain Legislative Branch records are subject to public records requests under ORS 192.410 to
192.505.
(B) Individuals directly involved in the incident or matter being reported are not subject to
confidentiality restrictions.
(h) After an informal report is made, or at any
time during the informal reporting process, a reporting party may decide to institute a formal complaint process under subsection (6) of this rule.
(i) Institution of a formal complaint process supersedes and terminates any informal reporting
process brought by the reporting party.
(6) Formal complaint process.
(a) A member of the Legislative Assembly or
employee of the Legislative Branch may, within [one
year] four years of the date of the harassment, initiate a formal complaint process by submitting a
complaint with the Human Resources Director. In
the event of a conflict with the Human Resources
Director, the member or employee may initiate a
formal complaint process with a representative from
Employee Services or the Chief Deputy Legislative
Counsel.
(b) A formal complaint shall be in writing and
include:
(A) The name of the complainant;
(B) The name of the person or persons alleged to
be involved in the harassment;
(C) The names of all parties involved, including
witnesses;
(D) A description of the conduct that the member or employee believes is discriminatory or harassing;
(E) The date or time period in which the alleged
conduct occurred; and
(F) A description of the potential remedy the
member or employee desires.
(c) The office or person that receives the complaint may require that an incomplete complaint be
supplemented by the complainant to correct deficiencies.
(d) When a formal complaint is submitted, Employee Services or the Office of Legislative Counsel
shall immediately take appropriate action to ensure
that the complainant has a safe and nonhostile work
environment.
(e) The persons who receive a formal complaint
shall, within 10 days after receipt of the complaint,
appoint an investigator. In all instances in which
the person alleged to be involved in the harassment
2
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is a member of the Legislative Assembly, the investigator may not be an employee of the Legislative
Branch and shall have experience conducting investigations of harassment. With respect to any other
complaint, the persons who receive the complaint
shall appoint an investigator who is an employee of
Employee Services, an employee of the Office of
Legislative Counsel or an investigator unaffiliated
with the Legislative Branch with experience conducting investigations of harassment.
(f) All members and employees involved in the
investigation shall cooperate with the investigation
[and keep information regarding the investigation
confidential. However, certain Legislative Branch records are subject to public records requests under
ORS 192.410 to 192.505].
(g) The person alleged to be involved in the
harassment shall be notified that a formal complaint
has been received and an investigation has been initiated.
(h) The investigator shall conduct an investigation and present a draft findings of fact and recommendations within 60 days of appointment under
paragraph (e) of this subsection. The investigator
may be granted an extension of time by the Human
Resources Director or the Office of Legislative
Counsel to complete the investigation.
(i) Notification and copies of the draft findings
of fact and recommendations will be given to the
Human Resources Director, the Office of the Legislative Counsel, the complainant and the person alleged to be involved in the harassment.
(j) Within five days after notification under paragraph (i) of this subsection, recipients may request
modifications to the findings of fact. Any requests to
modify the findings of fact must be made in writing
and must explain the reason for the modification.
Requests for modification may be granted at the
discretion of Employee Services and the Office of the
Legislative Counsel.
(k) Within 10 days after receipt of the final report, the Human Resources Director or the Office
of the Legislative Counsel shall submit the
investigator’s final findings and recommendations
report to the complainant, the person alleged to be
involved in the harassment and the appointing authority of the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment.
(L) The appointing authority shall act on recommendations received as soon as practicable after receipt.
(m) Even if no formal complaint process is initiated, Employee Services, in consultation with the
Office of the Legislative Counsel, shall investigate
instances of severe or pervasive harassment or discrimination based on a protected class, which may
result in corrective action against a member or employee who engages in harassment as described in
this rule.
(7) Reporting requirements for informal reports
and formal complaints.
(a) Appointing authorities and supervisors shall
report allegations of, or knowledge of, alleged har-
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assing conduct to the Human Resources Director or
the Legislative Counsel.
(b) If a party informally reports harassment and
wishes the report to remain anonymous or wishes
that no action be taken, the Human Resources Director or the Legislative Counsel shall determine
appropriate action.
(c) In the case of an informal report of harassing
conduct and with consent from the party making the
report, Employee Services or the Legislative Counsel
shall take the following steps, in addition to any
steps taken under paragraph (b) of this subsection:
(A) If the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is a member of the Legislative Assembly,
notify the highest ranking member of the same
caucus as the alleged harasser of the fact that a report has been made and the name of the reporting
party. The highest ranking member shall immediately notify the alleged harasser of the fact that a
report has been made under this rule and the name
of the reporting party.
(B) If the member alleged to be involved in the
harassment is the highest ranking member of a
caucus, notify the presiding officer of the chamber
in which the alleged harasser serves, or if the member alleged to be involved in the harassment is the
presiding officer, notify the caucus leader of the
same caucus as the presiding officer. The member
who is notified of the report shall immediately notify
the alleged harasser of the fact that a report has
been made under this rule and the name of the reporting party.
(C) If the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is a personal staff member, caucus staff
member or leadership office staff member, notify the
appointing authority of the fact that a report has
been made and the name of the reporting party. The
appointing authority shall immediately notify the alleged harasser of the fact that a report has been
made and the name of the reporting party.
(D) If the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is a member of the nonpartisan staff,
notify the agency head or parliamentarian of the
agency or parliamentary office of which the alleged
harasser is an employee. The agency head or
parliamentarian shall immediately notify the alleged
harasser of the fact that a report has been made and
the name of the reporting party.
(E) If the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is an agency head, notify the presiding
officers. The presiding officers shall immediately notify the alleged harasser of the fact that a report has
been made and the name of the reporting party.
(F) If the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is a parliamentarian, notify the presiding
officer
of
the
chamber
that
elected
the
parliamentarian. The presiding officer shall immediately notify the alleged harasser of the fact that a
report has been made and the name of the reporting
party.
(d) In the case of a formal complaint, in addition
to any steps taken under subsection (6) of this sec3
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tion, the office receiving the formal complaint shall
deliver a copy of the formal complaint:
(A) In a case where the person alleged to be involved in the harassment is a member of the Legislative Assembly, personal staff member, caucus staff
member or leadership office staff member, to the
highest ranking member of the caucus of the chamber in which the alleged harasser serves or works.
(B) In a case where the person alleged to be involved in the harassment is an employee of a legislative agency, to the agency head.
(C) In a case where the person alleged to be involved in the harassment is an employee of a parliamentary office, to the parliamentarian of the
chamber the parliamentary office serves.
(e) Notwithstanding paragraph (d) of this subsection, if the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is a person required under paragraph (d)
of this subsection to receive the written complaint,
then in lieu of service under paragraph (d) of this
subsection, the office receiving the report shall deliver a copy of the report:
(A) In a case where the person alleged to be involved in the harassment is a caucus leader or a
parliamentarian, to the presiding officer of the
chamber
in
which the caucus leader or
parliamentarian serves.
(B) In a case where the person alleged to be involved in the harassment is a presiding officer, to
the caucus leader of the same caucus and chamber
as the presiding officer.
(C) In a case where the person alleged to be involved in the harassment is an agency head, the
Human Resources Director or the Legislative Counsel, to the presiding officers of both chambers.
(8) Formal complaints against members.
(a) If the person alleged to be involved in the
harassment is a member of the Legislative Assembly,
the final report shall be given to the respective special committee on conduct of the chamber in which
the member serves. Special committees on conduct
are established as prescribed in subsection (12) of
this rule.
(b) When a special committee on conduct receives an investigator’s final findings and recommendations report, the committee shall schedule a
public hearing and give notice to the complainant
and alleged harasser of the date and location of the
hearing. The hearing may not be set for a date that
is less than 14 days nor more than 45 days after the
committee receives the investigator’s final report.
(c) At the hearing, the complainant and the alleged harasser, or their attorneys, may present documents or other evidence and may suggest
witnesses. Only committee members may question or
otherwise address witnesses. Committee members
shall limit the scope of their questions to topics that
a court in this state would deem relevant in a civil
action involving the same conduct.
(d) The committee shall deliberate on the
investigator’s final report, testimony and other evidence presented at the hearing and report a recommendation. The committee may recommend:

(A) Reprimand;
(B) Censure;
(C) Expulsion; or
(D) That the committee take no further action.
(e) The committee shall report its recommendation to the complainant and the person alleged to be
involved in the harassment. The complainant and
the person shall each have 10 days to request that
the committee review the recommendations. A request for review shall be in writing and shall state
the requester’s objections to the recommendation. A
copy of the request for review shall be given to the
other party, who shall have five days to respond in
writing to the request for review. The committee
shall consider the request for review and response
and report its recommendation within 10 days after
the date for the filing of the response to a request
for review.
(f) At the end of any review period under paragraph (e) of this subsection, the committee’s recommendation shall be made to the chamber for which
the committee serves. The chamber shall take action
on the recommendation on the next day that it convenes. Any sanction considered by a chamber shall
be adopted by the chamber only upon receiving at
least a two-thirds majority vote in favor of adoption
of the sanction.
(9) Independent investigator costs. The costs of
an independent investigator hired pursuant to this
rule shall be borne by the Legislative Assembly.
(10) Retaliation prohibited. Retaliation against
any person who participates in a process described
in this rule is prohibited. Retaliation constitutes
harassment under this rule.
(11) Liberty interest hearing for terminated employees.
(a) A former employee of the Legislative Branch
may request a hearing under this rule within one
year of the date of the employee’s termination if the
employee reasonably believes that the employer has
violated the employee’s liberty interest.
(b) A reasonable belief that an employee’s liberty
interest has been violated exists if:
(A) The employer accuses the employee of conduct that impairs the employee’s reputation for honesty, integrity, ethical behavior, morality or other
characteristics necessary for continued employment;
(B) The accusations were made in connection
with the employee’s termination;
(C) The employee contests the accuracy of the
accusations;
(D) The employer publicly discloses the accusations; and
(E) The accusations foreclose the employee’s opportunities for future public employment.
(12) Presiding officer duties. As soon as practicable after the Legislative Assembly convenes in organizational session the Senate President and the
Speaker of the House of Representatives shall each
appoint the members of a special committee on conduct for their respective chambers. Each committee
shall consist of an equal number of members from
the majority party and the minority party. If a
4
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member of a special committee on conduct is the
complainant or the person alleged to be involved in
the harassment, the appropriate presiding officer
shall discharge the member from the committee and
appoint another member from the same party.
(13) Human Resources Director duties.
(a) The Human Resources Director shall give the
following notice to all members of the Legislative
Assembly and employees of the Legislative Branch:
_________________________________________________

HCR 11

(C) Believe your report or complaint has resulted
in retaliation. In addition, you have the right to seek
redress with administrative agencies or the courts.
_________________________________________________
(b) The Human Resources Director shall ensure
that the text of the notice set forth in paragraph (a)
of this subsection is posted in common work areas
for all members and employees, and is available on
the Legislative Intranet.
(c) The Human Resources Director shall notify
all employees that an employee who engages in
harassment as described in this rule may be subject
to discipline, including dismissal.
(d) The Human Resources Director shall notify
all employees involved in any aspect of an investigation conducted under this rule that retaliating
against a person for making a report or complaint
of discrimination, workplace harassment or sexual
harassment will not be tolerated and that employees
engaging in harassing conduct in violation of this
policy may be subject to disciplinary action, including dismissal.
(e) The Human Resources Director shall notify
members and employees with supervisory responsibilities of their obligations under this rule.

If you believe you have been a victim of
harassment, you have options. You can tell the alleged offender about the harassing conduct that disturbed you and ask the alleged offender to stop. You
can communicate to the alleged offender in person
or in writing. You may also use the informal report
or formal complaint process set forth in Legislative
Branch Personnel Rule 27 to pursue a report or
complaint of harassment if you:
(A) Do not want to confront the alleged offender
directly;
(B) Have talked to the alleged offender and the
harassing conduct has not stopped; or

Filed in the office of Secretary of State January 22, 2019
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LAFKY & LAFKY
Attorneys at Law
429 Court St. NE
Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503)585-2450
Facsimile: (503)585-0205
Email: info@lafky.com
www.lafky.com
January 29, 2021

Oregon Legislature
Members of the Conduct Committee
Re: Rebuttal to Final Report/Investigation regarding Rep, Hernandez
Greetings:
I am writing to respond to the final Report concerning the Rule 27 investigation of
Representative Diego Hernandez. This investigative process has been flawed from the
beginning. Rep. Hernandez has not been allowed to present important evidence in the
investigation. Rep. Hernandez’s testimony, despite being supported by abundant evidence, has
been ignored. Although the investigation has dragged on for many months, somehow there was
a need to rush a report out without allowing Rep. Hernandez to respond to new allegations.
Process
On May 5,2020, Rep. Hernandez was notified of a LBPR 27 (“Rule 27”) investigation.
The notice contained the names of two individuals, Subjects 1 and 2, who were named by
mandatory reports from Speaker Kotek and Sen. Gelser. Under Rule 27, the investigation was
supposed to be concluded “promptly” and in no more than 84 days. The time may be extended
after “advance notice” to Rep. Hernandez, which was never provided. The draft report was
issued on December 23, 232 days later. We were given 7 days to respond.
We were not notified of any new subjects until December, seven months after the
investigation started. In the Report Subject 4 was labeled as a mandatory report, which should
have required this immediate follow up according to the Rule:
(e) The independent investigator shall promptly:
(A) Deliver a copy of the conduct complaint to the person accused of engaging in behavior
prohibited by this rule, who shall thereafter be the respondent.
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This was never done; as you can see by the attached emails, our efforts to obtain this
information was characterized by the investigator as “tedious.”
Under HCR221 14B(c) it states that “The independent investigator shall keep the
complainant and the respondent apprised of the investigation timeline and the status of the
investigation at the outset of an investigation, on a regular basis thereafter and upon request of
the complainant or respondent.” We made several requests for timelines and updates to the
investigators; we were ignored and we were never given a timeline, nor the status of the
investigation.
Rep. Hernandez was interviewed for hours on August 19th, 2020. On December 17,
2020, for the first time in this process, Ms. Ryan informed Rep. Hernandez’s attorney that there
were two new subjects that she was investigating. She asked whether she could interview Rep.
Hernandez again concerning these new subjects. By email on December 17-18, Rep.
Hernandez’s attorney requested any documents that related to these new subjects, and
particularly “any documents that have caused these new investigations to be initiated.” Rule 27
requires that the respondent be notified of who and what he is being accused of. Ms. Ryan
refused that request, calling the attempt to honor Rep. Hernandez’s rights under Rule 27 and
due process “tedious.”
Rep. Hernandez wanted an opportunity to interview again and provide additional
information once he had full knowledge of the new allegations, but that was refused. Right in
the middle of Rep. Hernandez’s attempts to obtain the documents regarding the new
allegations, Ms. Ryan issued her draft report on December 23 after 5:00pm. It is clear that the
report was already drafted and the request to interview Rep. Hernandez was a sham.
The Confidential Report focuses on three women whom Rep. Hernandez dated in 2017
and 2019. The Report is seriously flawed in a number of ways.
●
●
●

●
●
●
●

The Report does not make clear that none of these women filed a complaint; or names
who filed the complaints. Including omitting Speaker Kotek filing of a report.
The Report notes that additional time was needed for the investigation. Legislative rules
require reports be completed in 84 days. This report required 9 months.
The Report does not make clear that these three women were not legislative employees
and were not subject to legislative rules at the time of the alleged conduct – much of
which was over four years ago, when Rule 27 was narrower in scope.
None of the evidence was submitted under penalty of perjury as would be required in
legislative rules had the “complainants” complained directly.
The Report fails to note the salient detail that two of these women
with the
obvious potential for bias and collusion.
The Report fails to note that in several cases, intimate relations continued after the
so-called “break-up” of the relationship.
The Report states that Rep. Hernandez refused to meet with investigators. This is
completely untrue.
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●

The Report concludes that these women perceived a level of undue pressure from Rep.
Hernandez because of his status as a legislator, despite the fact that each of the
relationships here preceded Rep. Hernandez’s election to the Legislature. The Report
completely fails to provide proper context for how Rep. Hernandez knew these people,
and what the nature of the relationships were long before he ran for political office. The
Report fails to consider that these same women may have perceived more pressure to
complain or cooperate from the Speaker.

One of the challenges of this process is anonymity. While the rights of complainants
should be respected, the process denies two basic rights that have always been associated with
any fair administration of justice. The first is the right to question one’s accusers. Without the
ability to question the accuser, and obtain evidence from them, the process is skewed. The
respondent is dependent on the fairness and impartiality of the investigator. But if the
investigator doesn’t obtain the evidence, or ignores evidence, then the process is flawed, as the
respondent is unable to obtain the evidence and question witnesses. The second issue is
anonymity itself. The respondent is forced to defend himself, and potentially lose his Legislative
seat and associated benefits, while the complainant (who may not have even complained) is
cloaked in anonymity, free to have their accusations vetted by a sympathetic investigator but not
a process designed to insure a fair outcome.
Speaker Kotek’s role in this process should be carefully reviewed.
●

●

●
●

●

●

●

The speaker knew of Rep. Hernandez’s 2017 personal relationships in 2017 and used
HCR 11 and an older iteration of rule 27 that was in place at the time to address the
concerns that were brought to her; Rep. Hernandez complied with her directives after
meeting with her.
The Speaker knew that legislative rules in force at that time did not apply to the
relationships in this case because the subjects were not legislative employees.
The Speaker publicly called for his resignation before any investigation was initiated.
Incorrect information was leaked to the press regarding possible complaints. And during
this time, he never had access to the details of any allegations against him. In fact, this
Report was leaked to the media within two hours of it being submitted to the
Legislative Office of Equity and Inclusion.
The Speaker removed Rep. Hernandez from legislative committees before investigations
were complete, even though there was no credible allegation of any harm or risk to
Capital employees or visitors.
Inflammatory accusations were raised that women might be fearful for their safety and
the Conduct Committee was asked to implement interim safety measures. The Report
contains no evidence that personal safety was ever a consideration.
The investigation was allowed to drag on for months in a failed attempt to identify new
subjects or witnesses. Rather than be concluded promptly, the investigation was delayed
through the 2020 election cycle.
Page 3
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Below/attached/linked are specific documents containing relevant emails and
rebuttals to many of the assertions in the Report. I apologize for the length of this
document but so much evidence has been ignored that it is necessary to complete the
record. Please let me know if there are any questions or requests for any additional
evidence.

Sincerely,
LAFKY & LAFKY
s/Kevin T. Lafky
Kevin T. Lafky

cc: client
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Subject 1:
Important highlights:
• In the Fall of 2017, Subject 1 switched to a job in the political campaign realm,
which meant Rep. Hernandez would have to work more closely with subject 1
• It is important to note that Rep. Hernandez has not spoken to subject 1 since
October 2017.
• In Late October, Speaker Kotek counseled Rep. Hernandez to not speak to or
engage with Subject 1. Rep. Hernandez complied.
• Subject 1 and Rep. Hernandez worked in the same spaces throughout 2018
without any issues.
Responses to claims:
o It was never made explicitly clear to Rep. Hernandez that the relationship had
ended until May, although Rep. Hernandez does acknowledge that subject one
was becoming more distant in late March/April.
o What made it confusing for Rep. Hernandez was that they were still intimate in
March/April and he misunderstood that as continued interest on her part.
o Rep. Hernandez meant no harm in sending a gift box, and flowers. Rep.
Hernandez got the gift box idea in December of 2016 from Subject 1 when she
sent him a message from that company. Rep. Hernandez saved the image.
O

(j)

e2016hadtobea
"he" because only
men can disappoint
this much ...

,-"'"'-~--

o

...

-

In May, after it became clear to Rep. Hernandez that they were just going to be
friends. Rep. Hernandez took that literally and mistakenly to mean they were
actually going to be friends. When he invited her to go on a walk and happy hour,
he did so under these beliefs.
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,.

9:39

? \IJ

<

Ttlallk you for taking time to
see me I'm glad we can move
forward as fnonds
Me too

If Yoo Needed Something to Sm ite
About Today, Obama and eiden Me Stili
8FFs

leenvoguf.cOll

This!

,

•

•
,"nrut

o

The
A.310-A3.17 and asserts that Subject 1
consistently tried to avoid all contact with Rep. Hernandez afte r the May 17
meeting where explicit clarity was given. It asserts that no meetings were sought
that wasn't specific to her lobbying job and also that she brought another person
with her due to her discomfort.

o

Please read for yourse lves the text messages from that time to get context and
see how perhaps Rep. Hernandez viewed their relationsh ip as having evolved to
a supportive friendship. Note her outreach to him on June 22 at 9pm starting with
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“Can I call you?” and Subject 1’s unsolicited offer to reschedule the June 22
social meeting for the next week.
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<

<
....." tiny a ' " "

Anyway you'd be lI'1terested If! a
drink this week Of ~

Sore!

What day were you thinking?

As 01 .... 1 could do Wed·Fri
Ewni'Ig. or prob after 3 on
Saturdaot lwe may have floor).
and before 6 St.roday.

Do you remembef what the
trick to SOfting my outlook
inbox by ulnad was???

I could do Thursday in pdx
That works 6 7'Sh'

a_

Great!

._

11 _

Want to try this new ddef

I'Iouse In SI;?

a __

iiJ _ _

!'-.- ....,-, _- -""3j

..0.-

.-

0-

...............=:....--Unsure

........
o

--~

.......--- _.... ...._-

Gan't figure it out

o

o
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•• 1 ~ .

<
Did it work?
Unsure

Can't figure it out
On your phone or laptop is
what I shou&d have asked
Shoot me a pte: of your screen
and ,'II ~1 you know haN.

It' s my laptop, but I've since
walked away from it (thank

O.

goodness)
I'm wnung my cIosmg
statement for my ItlllTllQrahOn
pnvacy bill tomorrow

Nice :)
I helped

_

IIwlher floor

letter

•

We have a meeting on
Wednesday for me to introduce
. _ , , 0 _ _ • _ _ .. .. _ _

o
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.11

?

.:J>

<
Nice :)
floor lener

•
•

We have a meeting on
Wednesday for me to introduce
you to my new boss

(Delete these txt messages,
please)

o
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3:37

.11

?

.:J>

<

~~

-

".•

,<,"~-'"

c

"

____ 001."" ..,

-

......... _,.... ... ...,.-

looks li<;e I'm sending you
random elTlOjis

You're a good friend

o
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.11

?

.::>

<
Good luck with your speech

o
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......

3:37

<
.)yn

22, lon

v

Whoops. Sine die is tonight

.

.. .
-

,

...

Are you going?
No, but assume you want to
and won't be free in pdx

I am stil down, if you are, at
7:3O? I told my staff I wasn't
going to go, but lhere is a
video, so "II go and leave after
the video. last thing, want is to
be around capitol peeps.
I thought

we said 6?

I have dinner plans at 730
Ah. No worries.

I think' messed up when I said
6-7, I meant it as a range, not
my avaiiatwity.

o
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.1

?

.::>

<

I see. Sorry! Miscommunication

We can find a day next week

I have lime Saturday. Monday
after 5, or Wed after 7.

Can I call you?

Give me a couple

Tomorrow momng ok?

Honestlv. t

o
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.1

?

J

<
I see. Sorry! Miscommunication

We can find a day next week

I have tmle Saturday. Monday
after 5, or Wed after 7.
~22.20U

8-0.

Can I call you?

Give me a coupte

..

Tomorrow morning ok?

Honestly. I think
will be embarrassed tomorrow
and this will aU blow (Net

Ie 0)

o
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3;38

,I

?

~J

<
10morrow moml'lg Ok'!

Honestly, I

i
and this will all Now (Net

"m really sad they confronted
you like that.
Thanks tOt reaching OUI and
checking

III

on me.

Of course. That's what friends

are for.
This IS bul shit kik how you gOI
pulled Into It.
I wasn't pulled in
I reached out 10 you
I know. But I meant how did you
know thiS was happemng to

o
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3;38

.1

?

.::>

<
,. 9 _

3:38

Thts is bulshit. ktk how you got
pulled into it.

<

I wasn't pulled in
I reached out to you
I know. But I meant how did you
know thIS was happenmg to
me?

Sorry, I unplugged last right.
I'm not concerned. Are you in
Salem today?

__

Sine die party
wi. all blow
Hold your head high & be
strong

I realty do think tM

•

CHef.

Good luck!
Are you In Salem?
Nope . .

Trying to take 1(2 day off

o
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......

3;38
3:38

.f

.... .

<

<

........,

I hope you have a good long

I have a lot of woric;. so maybe if
i could work ootil4, and we
could meet for hh by my place,
then I can pack at 5:30 & be
ready to go at 6!

I do want to see you and vent

.-n.1017

I'm in pdx and free until 6

I appreciate you reaching and
offering time. I have a friend
who is coming down to Salem
to spend time today and
tomorrow with me. Let's check
in next week. and see if we can
meet up. I hope you have a fun
weekend and get to relax.

I m done In Salem at 12

Meet up somewhere? What
lime worIc.s best after P
, could work, if It's by my pbce

'NouId another day be bener?
.-n

).I

Have a good weekend!

1017

Thanks for caling me last night.
It feels good to know you care I
will be fine and stay strong

I have a lot of work, so maybe if
i could work until 4, and we
could meet for hh by my place,
then I can pack at 5:30 & be

'I

ready to go at 6!

...... 1-1 1017

"

Do you have a quick second to

o

m

0)

o

o

3.19: Rep. Hernandez has never "knocked on Subject 1's apartment door
unannounced." That would be impossible as her apartment complex has a main
door which is locked and has a separate entry system that requires being buzzed
in to then walk to any of the unit's inside doors. He told the investigators this and
yet you were not presented this critical information.

o

In October of 2017, Subject 1 had a new job in the political campaign realm. At a
political event, Rep. Hernandez was trying to introduce -'=-""!=:~
color who was thinking of running for office,
was
i
to run for office. She didn't just put Rep. Hernandez off, she put the woman of
color candidate off as well while the potential candidate was standing next to
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Rep. Hernandez. He was concerned about the message it would send to other
candidates
. He did later
discover that she was late for a bus.
○
he checked in with Rep. Hernandez
at a party
where she seemed inebriated. Rep. Hernandez felt uncomfortable. Hence Rep.
Hernandez's text that memorialized this whole experience. The report implies a
harsh message that made her fear for her job and we would like you to see it for
yourself in its entirety.
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o
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3:16

<0

J ..... 1$. 2(\18. 11 ,; ......

...

I did VIll i cal,n

o
o

o

o

The claim that she feared for her job is contradicted with evidence that we
provided w here Rep. Hernandez clearly states "she's the right person for the job ,"
For Rep. Hernandez th is was about a working relationsh ip and constructive
feedback.
Speaker Kotek met with Rep. Hernandez the day after th is text message. She
counseled Rep. Hernandez and Rep. Hernandez understood and compl ied with
the counseling and ceased communicating entirely with subject 1.
Rep. Hernandez and Subject 1 worked together professionally throughout 2018
without any issues.
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Subject 2
•

Rep Hernandez has adm itted to throw ing a phone at a table during a verbal
argument with subject 2 in July of 201 9. He deeply regrets that act.

•

The last time Rep. Hernandez and Subject 2 communicated was in late Februa ry
of 2020, Subject 2 was trying to rekindle a relationship with Rep. Hernandez.
After this didn 't work, subject 2 contacted Rep. Hernandez's partner to try to get
her to term inate the relationship. Please see the messages below in full :

..

6 :01

<;'

1iO

..

6 '01

"9 ~.J

<

<

around you.
iMes._
T ........ ~ 20.

e·n .....

You mean so much to me, and
I'm sorry for everything. I'm
sorry I've been distant, I'm
sorry I've con tributed to your
insecurities, your pain, you r
coof usioo.1t has not been
because I am unsure about us,
or because I'm interested in
anyone else. I haven', lied to
you about th<lt. It has been
because I've felt you get
distant, so I also have been
putting up walls. I'm sorry I've
hLJ"t you.

I miss you like crazy. I miss
hearing how you're contiruing
to fight for our gente throug h
alilhe bullshit of that building. I
miss your thoughtful check ins
and your memes. I miss seeing
you end cuddling you and
w<ltching you kin it at your
video games. I miss te lling you
everything and jJst being
around you.
You mean so much to me, and
I'm sorry for everything. I'm
sorry I've been distant, I'm
sorry I've contributed to your
insecurities, your pain, your
co nfusion. It has not been
because I am unsure about us,
or because I'm interested in
anyone else. I haven'! lied to
you abou t that. It has been
because I've felt you get
distant, so I also have been
putting up walls. I'm sorry I've
hurt you.
I I"" ", ",", I h". ", . h,. ,,,,..',,,

m

e

"n'

I love you, I hate that we're not
toget her, that we're not
commu ri cating, that we got
here. It feels wrong and
unnatural, and I want you to
know I'm committed to fixing
this, healing, growing w~h you
and figh ting lor you. I m iss my
best frie nd and this pel"5on I
love and ca re about so deeply.
Frl, Feb 21. 7' as AM

•

m
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<
sorry I've contributed to your

insecurities, vour pain, your
confusion. It has not been
because I am unsure about us,
or because I'm interested in
anyone else. I haven" ied to

you about thaI. It has been
because I've fell you get
distant, so I also have been
putting up walls. I'm sorry I've
hurt you.

I love you, I hale that we're not
together, that we're not
comrrunicating, that we got
here. It feels wrong and
unnatural, and I want you to
know I'm committed to fi xing
this, healing, growing with you
and fighting lor you. I miss my
best friend and this person I

love and care about so deeply.
rri Feb 21, 7:38

A~

Happy Belated Birthday
I hope you have an
amazing birthday weekend con

lu loved ones

•
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23:32 ID ;;

~

~ I~. "' .

Things You Should Know .

Tra$1>

,"
- Dally communlc8Hon (phone call" ~elO:ts, social med ia, ema' )
-SHIng each olMr wtek l~ (wor~ lng logelher, I\I1nll19 ",rraoch
looetile<, t~lil'Q diMe' 10000her. goirIQ 10 wbHc evenlS ~ogelherl
- SIHplng together weekly, mutlple times a wee: (Iasl time was
Jan""ry 25lh •• oo Ihi ",,, lhe 1ong~ 5t w ~ _n wilhoul .!eep;ng
";Ih each Olh"" fOllhe pasl year and a half)
- SelO:ting (lUI limn Jlnua-y91h on Sn.pchat. J~nu.ry 161h, 26th
on In"agram. '00 muhiple limos vii Ie"'. usually Wfl~ Iy)
-Spent Chrlslmu & Thanksgiving ~Iebralions \Qgt'1her
-Spent doZffiS 01 weei<en<ls at the coa.t. la,t one in Jan"ary 2020,
hefor~
l ow
pr""
- Made concrete/conf. med ploos ~o 9Oto Seanle ~h1s mon~h, and
10 Mexico ne. 1ITIOIllh
- Met each o~her's fami lies (wenl 10 Melico wilh him 10 meet his
family)
-H ~ ""ughl m~ . 50"' TV lor Cl'oi,'''''''
- He lOkI me he krfes me and he w 8nlsme in his li/e{last lime was

,h.,,,

w_

FeMiary9Ih) .

-

HaW) 10 $end sc,~shols 01 ~II of lhe$e,

+-,

Reply

4, Reply ill

r4 FOrwird

•

We hope it is clear by now to the committee that the confl ict between them wasn't
about her safety as was presented to the med ia and th is comm ittee last May but
instead how Rep. Hernandez broke her heart.

•

Rep. Hernandez decli ned to engage with her after her heartfelt text message that
she would "fight for me" and her profession that she "missed her best friend" and
th is person she "loves and cares about so deeply". The next day she sent the
ag'gre:ssive ema il to his girlfriend and about 10 days later she f i l e d _
him for an incident that had occurred nearly a year before.
i says she was uncomfortable around him after their relationsh ip
ended. Rep. Hernadez is also uncomfortable around her too. We don 't see how

•
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the committee could have an accurate picture of the situation without these
details, yet they were not included in the report.
●

●

●

In the draft report, 2 text messages were originally labeled “jealous and
controlling,” and in the final report the 2 text messages were relabeled “abusive
and controlling.”
○ In one of the text messages, Rep. Hernandez asked why Subject 2 sat in
the front of the Uber. His concern was purely over her safety and there
had been media reports of drivers assaulting women who were on a trip
booked by someone else, as was the case in this situation.
○ In another text message, Rep. Hernandez asked Subject 2 to prove to her
she had sent a text that he had not received.
○
B.3.12 - The report uses the extremely loaded term when saying Rep. Hernandez
was accused of having “hacked into her account and cancelled her Oregon State
Legislature subscription” to his newsletter. It then says Rep. Hernandez admitted
to doing so. This is a completely false and absurd statement - He didn’t admit
to “hacking” anything - legislators know that they can ask Information Systems or
other staff to remove people’s email from our newsletter distribution list
(GovDelivery) without “hacking” into accounts.
We believe the investigators used this loaded term to try and continue a false
narrative that they had hinted at in the previous item when he was accused of
“hacking” into a social media account of Subject 2 and saying he can “hack a
little.’ What they didn’t tell you was they pulled this quote from a January 2018
messenger thread where he was referring to high school and also said “ I like tech
I use to be better but things progress so fast that I get behind quick and old shit
don’t work anymore, coding has advanced so much.”
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Subject 4
Important highlights:
● Subject 4 worked for a
County
when she and Rep.
Hernandez dated in the Summer of 2017.
● Rep. Hernandez has repeatedly asked the investigators what “Capitol business”
was being conducted by Subject 4, he has asked for examples and asked for the
report to include specifics and those requests were ignored. Rep. Hernandez did
not conduct any Capitol business with Subject 4. Rep. Hernandez has not seen
Subject 4 since August 2018.
● In the Winter of 2017, Subject 4 got a new job in the political campaign realm.
○ Rep. Hernandez asked investigators to be very clear and provide
examples of what this new job had to do with Capitol business, instead of
a broad general statement. This request was ignored.
● In the final report the investigators stated: “Rep. Hernandez admitted a
consensual intimate interaction with Subject Four, but he denied that there was
any type of relationship with Subject Four.”
○ This is incorrect, in Rep. Hernandez’s draft report written rebuttal we
stated: “The relationship between Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez turned
intimate in July 2017. They went on dates in July and August of
2017...Their dating relationship never turned into anything serious.”
● The claim is that Rep. Hernandez suddenly became interested in Subject 4 and
that Rep. Hernandez pursued the subject. This claim is false.
○ Rep. Hernandez has known Subject 4 since 2015, Rep. Hernandez was
best friends with her sister for a long time.
○ Subject 4 has been asking for Rep. Hernandez’s help since 2015, in
finding a job,
○ Subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez out to “party” in late May 2017.
○ In the draft report Subject 4 claimed that throughout the fall/winter of 2017
that Rep. Hernandez kept trying to rekindle the relationship, Rep.
Hernandez provided evidence to the investigators that Subject 4 was the
one who was trying to meet with Rep. Hernandez, contradicting the claim.
But then,the claim got flipped to Rep. Hernandez didn’t want to meet with
Subject 4 because he wanted a personal relationship with her. So if he
would have met with her he would have been trying to rekindle a
relationship and if he didn’t was because he was trying to rekindle a
relationship.
●

Background/Context:
○ For context, Rep. Hernandez went to college with Subject 4’s sisters,
Rep. Hernandez met Subject 4 through her sister
around 2015; she had moved from another state to Portland.
asked
Rep. Hernandez to help find Subject 4 a job around 2015, Rep. Hernandez
introduced her to someone in politics and Subject 4 ended up getting a job with
Page 26
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. Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez were friends. Rep. Hernandez would spend
some holidays with their families, their kids knew Rep. Hernandez as “Uncle
Diego.” In December 2016/January of 2017, Subject 4 shifted her job to a county
job
Subject 4 was hired onto a new job related to
campaigns. The political campaign organization does not conduct business at the
Capitol as it is a Political organization associated with political campaigns and
does not conduct work at the Capitol nor does business at the Capitol.
○

For context,
and Subject 4 had a very volatile relationship. There was a
lot of animosity, competition, mistrust and unresolved conflict and it had been like
that since they were teenagers. You will see this theme come up in the evidence
Rep. Hernandez is providing. This is relevant because it did have an impact on
Subject 4’s and Rep. Hernandez’s friendship/relationship/ This is context to some
of Subject 4’s and Rep. Hernandez 'conflict that she has brought up in her
claims. Evidence of this will appear throughout below.

○

In late 2016/early 2017, Subject 4
Hernandez's help
.
she asked Rep. Hernandez

asked for Rep.
to give her money,
Evidence of this is linked

below.
○

In early 2017, Subject 4’s and Rep. Hernandez’s friendship was growing. Rep.
Hernandez always looked at Subject 4 as a friend, she was Rep. Hernandez's
best friend's sister, and Rep. Hernandez wanted to be on good terms with her
and their community of friends and family. In May 2017, Subject 4 asked Rep.
Hernandez out on a date (text in evidence below), Rep. Hernandez was a little
thrown off by it, because Rep. Hernandez didn’t think she liked Rep. Hernandez
like that.

○

The relationship between Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez turned intimate in July
2017. They went on a few dates in July and August 2017. Rep. Hernandez was
really busy in the summer traveling and she was busy as well so their schedules
rarely aligned.

○

Their dating relationship never turned into anything serious; their dating naturally
phased out. Their relationship did have conflict in October/November of 2017,
when
asked Rep. Hernandez to get Subject 4’s endorsement for her
political race and Subject 4 did not want to endorse

○

Rep. Hernandez attempted to reconcile their friendship and so did she in
November/December 2017.
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○

As you’ll see in detailed evidence below, from January-July 2018, Subject 4 and
Rep. Hernandez became close friends again soon after December 2017; they
had a friendship. Rep. Hernandez helped her out on several occasions, including
an incredible hardship in March that Subject 4 experienced.

○

In July/August, Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez started to get closer, but then
was going through a separation with her partner and that threw a big
wrench in Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez relationship. Rep. Hernandez set clear
boundaries with Subject 4 on August 13th of 2018 that Rep. Hernandez did not
want an intimate relationship.

○

In early November 2018, Subject 4 contacted Rep. Hernandez at night about
and sent Rep. Hernandez a very personal email (evidence provided
below). Rep. Hernandez took it as an attempt on her part to rekindle the
relationship, Rep. Hernandez did not respond and they have not spoken since.

Claim/Response:
●
, Rep. Hernandez has provided evidence
below that she was reaching out to Rep. Hernandez for help and information.
Throughout 2017, Subject 4 asked for Rep. Hernandez's help in her
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.. ? D

<"'Ulnboxes

A

V

." m _::>

8:30

(0
,~-

••••
. '." •.• o",&O,~ ...

l '0_

Am I hosting a' -arty

Thank yoo!!!

a_

.~IIII11i"~'iii'. 'O".~22P ..
I tnlnk

a joint one

ce".::: :going to work best.
}'Ou so much for

:C::::::upthat space!!

,,_IIi"" '.,

1017.' )70 ..

Okay!!! lei me know III can help

with anylhing'
Hernandez

< ~~9~

•

wrote:
I signed the atta.ched docume11. Thaoks!

-

',.,""'''' ....

If you all need a co-host! Also
h"ppy to bring sluff if y,,,11
r\eed!

Sant from my iPho""

•

On May 13, 2017, subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez to go out with her and
party/drink with her.
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. "oo Ver izol'l LTE

l1li 61% (J[)

<

CD
ilAtS$.gt

Sat, May 13, 7:53 PM

Are you going to ghost right before
the fund raising part of this event
cuz you know that's how you do
LIke leave? l ol
Don't front
You won't notice 101
Well I have a babysitter so if you
plan to turn up let.me.know

•

Oh shit I Let's party!

Let's do it. Also where the fuck even
are we. I saw a botanic and also a
fancy ass Thai restaurant. It.:)
*botimica

No pas que??

()
o

Rep. Hernandez and Subject 4 ended up spend ing time together this
night; Rep. Hernandez invited others to tag along. Subject 4 did tell Rep.
Hernandez later that night that she was just hoping it w as the two of them.
There was absolutely no attempt on Rep . Hernandez's part for any form
of intimacy at this point. At the end of the night, Subject 4 did kiss Rep.
Hernandez before she went home.
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." "'

8:30

<.

.

T.'''..... _

...,.'3.'O".9l~""

Me 10 dinner.

Lel"s go somewhere with food

•

•
o

During th is night, subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez and others to host a
party for he r.
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•
o

•

Rep. Hel'nal1C
by subject 4

the event on _

2017 as requested

On the night of July. 2017, Subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez over to her hotel
and they did get intimate.
2017 Subject 4 Invited Rep. Hernandez to a uTacos and Tequ ila"
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<. ••

o

•

On August 4th and 5th 2017, Su bject 4 and Rep. Hernandez went on dates, w ine
tasting and dinner.

<

PIo<=. .c,: ,~~a:.-

Ed~

"~

o

•

On August 2, 2017 , they discussed their relationsh ips and some of he r concerns ,
not over anyth ing professiona lly oriented, but because she was afraid of w hat he r
sister would think and do over her and Rep. Hernandez seeing each other. Rep.
Hernandez told Subject 4 that she had fu ll control over her and Rep. Hernandez's
relationsh ip and told he r he was going to back away since she vocalized a
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concern. She immed iately responded by saying "I'm not asking you to back away
at all. " There is more in th is text th read that continues to contradict Subject 4's
claims that she was concerned that Rep. Hernandez was pu rsuing an intimate
relationsh ip for professional reasons.
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•

On September 30, 2017 subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez dancing.
2:09

., ,

•.

~ ~

\.,

I'm hopin g the food wi ll be
tasty and th e alcohol will be
fmo

l"Iad thou9'1t about going

..

but your ass will be
wined an d dined

;

•

JOin me and we'll bcum;e

, smooth

C!I ,j,

•

Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez loosely dated from July 14th to September of
2017; Rep. Hernandez was out oftown a lot during th is time, as you can see in
the face book messenger evidence, and Subject 4 had very limited childcare.
Their relationsh ip was never forma l, they eventua lly became good friends and the
first corroborating evidence that Rep. Hernandez has of this is a September 30 ,
2017 facebook messenger message. Her quote after lexllina Rep. Hernandez
about her ex being in town at her
"I would hope that
as my friend you would be looking out for me
situation. "
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'-

..

S£P 30, 2017 1:32 AM

unimoginable ways, if I was n't
clear enough about tha t. Even
though you're right that no one
else reall y has a sa y, I wou ld
hope that as my friend you
would be looKing out for me to
not get roped back into such a
toxic situa tion . For what it 's

I guess what I was trying to say
IS that I don't want to be
someone who holds yOlJ back,
or 's to~,c, regardless of who
else thore IS
Sorry I'm like half awake and
typmg • 'Ike I'm drunk
!extlng

III

I.

o

•

03.16: There is a lot of context missing from this that could shed more light on what fully
transpired. Around
of 2017, Rep. Hernandez was a campaign
bid for office. _
had asked Rep. Hernandez to help get
en,;oo"se her. Rep. Hernandez tried , but Subject 4 did not want to
. Rep. Hernandez regrets being involved in this contentious
i doing or actions that fueled th is situation .

•

03.13-03.15: It should be noted that the investigators do not know how to distinguish
between political campaign work and legislative business.
o Throughout the winter of 2017, Subject 4 was trying to ask Rep. Hernandez for
political favors. Subject 4 wrote on messenger "I want and need to be able to
debrief/process with you about overa ll strategy .. . That's why I asked to meet up
for coffee , when you can . Eventually if you're able to push past the resentment
... I want to be able to collaborate with you so we can make major moves" These
conversations were not about bills or budgets, these conversations were about
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•

If you look at Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez's Facebook messenger conversation on
January 16th, 2018 at 9:35pm, Subject 4 messaged Rep. Hernandez a video and asking
Rep. Hernandez "Do I really do this? _ _
o Rep. Hernandez replied: It was hard to stay focused watching this, but if the
question is whether or not you are passive aggressive in communicating your
feelings and thoughts then yes ... if the question is whether you push people away
if they do a pet peeve you have then my answer is idk."
o On January 17th, 2018 3:17am Subject 4 messaged Rep. Hernandez an emoji
which woke Rep. Hernandez up. They continued our conversation as you can
read in the thread.
o On January 17th, 2018 3:44am she wrote:
• "My bad , there's no reason for you to be up listening to my personal
problems 101 I'm sorry again for waking you."
• Rep. Hernandez replied "Anytime. I know you and I are like in this weird
place where we can virtually communicate but can't do it physically for
whatever reason ... I'm still your friend and want to be."
o On January 17th, 2018 9:41am Subject 4 messaged Rep. Hernandez back:
• "I don't know how to get out of this weird place. I do know that I am still
mad at you. But I want to work through it."
replied "Oiddo, I'm upset at you in some ways. Working though it would
be good.
• Subject 4 replied "I know, I suck and I'm sorry. We'll figure it out. Being
friends is cool , but also we got too much important ass work to do to stay
salty with each other for much longer. That's my personal opinion
anyway.
• Rep. Hernandez replied " Weill didn't think it would get salty. How did it?
It's not my style."
• Subject 4 replied "I don't know. Maybe cuz we're two hot headed ass
people with no tolerance for bullshit. And we were both on some bullshit."
• Rep. Hernandez replied "101 you have a way with words"
• She replied: "Am I wrong tho? I mean I know I'm salty, why are you
salty??
• Rep. Hernandez replied: "Prob not wrong For several reasons But just
cause I was doesn't mean i would treat you differently when I saw you
you change your behavior if you're salty which I didn't get Understand*"
• Subject 4 replied: "And I didn't understand how you could expect my
behavior to be the exact same until and unless we had the opportunity to
sit down and squash the beef properly. I felt curved like it wasn't a
priority for you to make peace with me." This also goes to contradict
Hernandez was the one trying to reconcile the

• I

•

Rep.
i
I believe I tried your schedule was wack
You would send me your availability and an it was like 7am 101 and when
we scheduled it you canceled for good reasons but still"
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Subject 4 replied “I know that. And Maybe we both could have tried
harder. We should have tried harder.”
Rep. Hernandez replied “My behavior doesn’t change.”
Subject 4 replied “I don’t know about that”
Rep. Hernandez replied “I reflect what I read in body language and
behavior
”
Subject 4 replied: “
Rep. Hernandez replied
So I wasn’t going to go against your obvious
boundaries and behavior. Dim sum, you said hi to every one but me,
which was a red flag and sign for me not to engage. [This was a family
holiday event with
partner and kids, Rep. Hernandez has
historically spent holidays with them]
Subject 4 replied: “Ok for dim sum yes you’re right, I was hella rude and I
apologized for that. The other events I dipped cuz of my kids. And I
stayed my distance from you because I was feeling really ambivalent,
mixed feelings and didn't want to expose myself to those feelings in a
professional setting.”
Subject 4 wrote: “I also want to listen and understand you as well. I just
don’t know how this one got to such a funky place. A lesson learned I
guess. That’s prob the biggest reason why I’m angry with you, tbh. I feel
like despite best intentions, I ended up losing a friend during a time in my
life when I really needed one.”
Rep. Hernandez replied “Well you never lost me as a friend. It just got
funky. And I’m sorry. That I wasn’t able to be there for you when you
needed me. I didn’t know, I would have put whatever aside to help.
Subject 4 replied “It wasn’t that simple. My trust in you was compromised,
I didn’t really feel like I could call on you like that anymore.
Rep. Hernandez replied “I violated your trust?”
She replied “I felt like, during the time when all the stuff happened with
campaign, that for whatever reason you didn’t take me and
my point of view seriously. I felt judged and like you assumed the worst of
my character, and to me that was a violation of trust that you would have
my back. To be fair, I never expected you to take my side. But I hoped
that you’d at least be able to honor and respect where I was coming from.
And I didn’t feel like you cared enough to make an effort.”

February 2nd 2018, Subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez to

of a film
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1(1: 26

<. .lllnboxes

.,,1.
A

V

H~y ~~"Ibody,
!~d Ihal we are goinglo gel some free
lic kets 10 ou r sc reenin9, oollOOn'l krow

I'm

o

•

•

February 13th 2018 Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez met up for drinks, a mutual friend
joined them . Rep. Hernandez memorialized th is through Rep. Hernandez's instagram
story and a video.

-

February 22 , 2018 , Subject 4 ema ils Rep. Hernandez about meeting up at the event.
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5:05

<~ Irboxes

o

•

" 2 0 1 8 , Subject 4 joined a private party event Rep. Hernandez hosted.

•

On March., 2018, Subject 4 took Rep. Hernandez's place to give a speech at an
event because Rep. Hernandez couldn't make it, and Rep. Hernandez asked her if she
could take Rep. Hernandez's place because they were looking for an inspirational
person _
to speak and she said yes. Rep. Hernandez paid for her transportation
costs. (Evidenc~You can also find this in the FB Messenger thread for this date,
Rep. Hernandez have provided that as html above)

•

On March., 2018, Subject 4 left Rep. Hernandez a voicemail. Subject four had been
_
and she used her call to contact Rep. Hernandez and ask Rep . Hernandez for
help. The voicemail is
o
her kids from school and making sure
they were safe.

a_

o

Rep. Hernandez retained an attorney to get her o u t . _

o

On March 17th, Subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez to help draft
the incident._

about
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o

On March 19, 2018, Subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez for a ride to her news
channel iinlE,rviiew

•

1iiii111 2018, Subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez to present at a

•

On April 29, 2018, Subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez to her house to come drink and
wor k _

•

On May 12, 2018 Subject 4 and a group of friends invited Rep. Hernandez to her house
for drinking. Rep. Hernandez did not g o _

•

On August 7th , 2018, Subject 4 sent Rep. Hernandez a Birthday gift ca rd. The card read
"Happy Birthday to my favorite Leo" It was a $125 gift card to a restaurant that is known
for romantic dinners and dates.

.-

<Bac~
Inf18

Fwd: Print out your gift
~

Fw,Kl

"Diogoo~1O

1,,00.

,--

-

--

_"'_m" ___ ___ "
~

---"'--"
-"'--

<

>

m

o

•

It is important to note that subject Rep. Hernandez thinks it is strange that she is saying
she "fe lt" obligated, when they did not have any work whatsoever at the Capitol. Session
was over in February 2018. Also, Rep. Hernandez's support is never contingent on a
relationsh ip; Rep. Hernandez's work is focused and centered on social justice. Subject 4
and Rep. Hernandez's friendship ended in November 2018 because Rep. Hernandez
wanted to end it. And even afte r that, Rep. Hernandez still supported Subject 4
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politica lly, and Rep. Hernandez proved that , by doing a news interview that supported
and the next year when Rep. Hernandez worked on leg islation
even though they didn 't have a continuing relationsh ip.
•

On November 1st, 2018 11 :10pm, Subject 4 messaged Rep. Hernandez regard ing her
and her ex. Rep. Hernandez made the assumption that Subject 4 was
;nr;;rnlatiion because she wanted to know if Rep. Hernandez was dating.
Hernandez also believed that Subject 4 was still interested in an intimate
reil3tic;nshliIP with Rep. Hernandez and that she was Il oo~'i no
relationsh ip Rep. Hernandez would have with

•

On November 2nd , Rep. Hernandez's assumptions became more like presumptions
when Rep. Hernandez received a really long and personal email from Subject 4. Please
read th is ema il, because it shows a different O":1UI"e
investigators about Rep. Hernandez.
o

Rep. Hernandez never responded to her ema il. Rep. Hemandez did not want any
relationsh ip with Subject 4 after that because Rep. Hernandez's belief was that
she knew that Rep. Hernandez was potentially getting in a relationsh ip wit .
_ s h e was going to try to sabotage it because she wanted to be in a
relationsh ip with Rep. Hernandez. Rep. Hernandez ceased to commun icate with
subject 4.
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Elton T. Lafky
(1930-2015)
Kevin T. Lafky
Christopher M. Edison
Amanda L. Reilly
Marcus I. Vejar

LAFKY & LAFKY
Attorneys at Law
429 Court St. NE
Salem, OR 97301
Telephone: (503)585-2450
Facsimile: (503)585-0205
Email: info@lafky.com
www.lafky.com
January 29, 2021

O egon Legi la e
Membe of he Cond c Commi ee
Re: Reb

al o Final Repo /In e iga ion ega ding Rep, He nande

G ee ing :
I am i ing o e pond o he final Repo conce ning he R le 27 in e iga ion of
Rep e en a i e Diego He nande . Thi in e iga i e p oce ha been fla ed f om he
beginning. Rep. He nande ha no been allo ed o p e en impo an e idence in he
in e iga ion. Rep. He nande
e imon , de pi e being ppo ed b ab ndan e idence, ha
been igno ed. Al ho gh he in e iga ion ha d agged on fo man mon h , omeho he e a
a need o
h a epo o
i ho allo ing Rep. He nande o e pond o ne allega ion .
Process
On Ma 5,2020, Rep. He nande
a no ified of a LBPR 27 ( R le 27 ) in e iga ion.
The no ice con ained he name of o indi id al , S bjec 1 and 2, ho e e named b
manda o epo f om
. Unde R le 27, he in e iga ion a
ppo ed o be concl ded p omp l and in no mo e han 84 da . The ime ma be e ended
af e ad ance no ice o Rep. He nande , hich a never provided. The d af epo
a
i
ed on Decembe 23, 232 da la e . We e e gi en 7 da
o e pond.
We e e no no ified of an ne
bjec
n il Decembe , e en mon h af e he
in e iga ion a ed. In he Repo S bjec 4 a labeled a a manda o epo , hich ho ld
ha e e i ed hi immedia e follo
p acco ding o he R le:
(e) The independen in e iga o hall p omp l :
(A) Deli e a cop of he cond c complain o he pe on acc ed of engaging in beha io
p ohibi ed b hi
le, ho hall he eaf e be he e ponden .
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This was never done; a o can ee b he a ached email , o
info ma ion a cha ac e i ed b he in e iga o a edio .

effo

o ob ain hi

Unde HCR221 14B(c) i a e ha The independen in e iga o hall keep he
complainan and he e ponden app i ed of he in e iga ion imeline and he a
of he
in e iga ion a he o e of an in e iga ion, on a eg la ba i he eaf e and pon e e of
he complainan o e ponden . We made e e al e e
fo imeline and pda e o he
in e iga o ; e e e igno ed and e e e ne e gi en a imeline, no he a
of he
in e iga ion.
Rep. He nande
a in e ie ed fo ho
on A g
19 h, 2020. On Decembe 17,
2020, fo he fi
ime in hi p oce , M . R an info med Rep. He nande
a o ne ha he e
e e o ne
bjec ha he a in e iga ing. She a ked he he he co ld in e ie Rep.
He nande again conce ning he e ne
bjec . B email on Decembe 17-18, Rep.
He nande
a o ne e e ed an doc men ha ela ed o he e ne
bjec , and
pa ic la l an doc men ha ha e ca ed he e ne in e iga ion o be ini ia ed. R le 27
e i e ha he e ponden be no ified of ho and ha he i being acc ed of. M . R an
ef ed ha e e , calling he a emp o hono Rep. He nande
igh
nde R le 27 and
d e p oce
edio .
Rep. He nande
an ed an oppo ni o in e ie again and p o ide addi ional
info ma ion once he had f ll kno ledge of he ne allega ion , b ha a ef ed. Righ in
he middle of Rep. He nande
a emp o ob ain he doc men ega ding he ne
allega ion , M . R an i
ed he d af epo on Decembe 23 af e 5:00pm. I i clea ha he
epo
a al ead d af ed and he e e o in e ie Rep. He nande
a a ham.
The Confiden ial Repo foc e on h ee omen hom Rep. He nande da ed in 2017
and 2019. The Repo i e io l fla ed in a n mbe of a .
The Repo doe no make clea ha none of he e

omen filed a complain ;

The Repo no e ha addi ional ime a needed fo he in e iga ion. Legi la i e le
e i e epo be comple ed in 84 da . Thi epo e i ed 9 mon h .
The Repo doe no make clea ha he e h ee omen e e no legi la i e emplo ee
and e e no
bjec o legi la i e le a he ime of he alleged cond c m ch of
hich a o e fo
ea ago, hen R le 27 a na o e in cope.
None of he e idence a
bmi ed nde penal of pe j
a o ld be e i ed in
legi la i e le had he complainan complained di ec l .
The Repo fail o no e he alien de ail ha
o of he e
i h he
ob io po en ial fo bia and coll ion.
The Repo fail o no e ha in e e al ca e , in ima e ela ion con in ed af e he
o-called b eak- p of he ela ion hip.
The Repo
a e ha Rep. He nande ef ed o mee i h in e iga o . Thi i
comple el n e.
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The Repo concl de ha he e omen pe cei ed a le el of nd e p e
e f om Rep.
He nande beca e of hi
a
a a legi la o , de pi e he fac ha each of he
ela ion hip he e p eceded Rep. He nande
elec ion o he Legi la e. The Repo
comple el fail o p o ide p ope con e fo ho Rep. He nande kne he e people,
and ha he na e of he ela ion hip
e e long befo e he an fo poli ical office. The
Repo fail o con ide ha he e ame omen ma ha e pe cei ed mo e p e
e o
complain o coope a e f om
One of he challenge of hi p oce i anon mi . While he igh of complainan
ho ld be e pec ed, he p oce denie
o ba ic igh ha ha e al a been a ocia ed i h
an fai admini a ion of j ice. The fi i he igh o e ion one acc e . Wi ho he
abili o e ion he acc e , and ob ain e idence f om hem, he p oce i ke ed. The
e ponden i dependen on he fai ne and impa iali of he in e iga o . B if he
in e iga o doe n ob ain he e idence, o igno e e idence, hen he p oce i fla ed, a he
e ponden i nable o ob ain he e idence and e ion i ne e . The econd i
ei
anon mi i elf. The e ponden i fo ced o defend him elf, and po en iall lo e hi Legi la i e
ea and a ocia ed benefi , hile he complainan ( ho ma no ha e e en complained) i
cloaked in anon mi , f ee o ha e hei acc a ion e ed b a mpa he ic in e iga o b no
a p oce de igned o in e a fai o come.



The in e iga ion a allo ed o d ag on fo mon h in a failed a emp o iden if ne
bjec o i ne e . Ra he han be concl ded p omp l , he in e iga ion a dela ed
h o gh he 2020 elec ion c cle.
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Belo /a ached/linked a e pecific doc men con aining
eb al o man of he a e ion in he Repo . I apologi e fo
doc men b
o m ch e idence ha been igno ed ha i i nece
eco d. Plea e le me kno if he e a e an
e ion o e e
e idence.

ele an email and
he leng h of hi
a o comple e he
fo an addi ional

Since el ,
LAFKY & LAFKY
s/Kevin T. Lafk
Ke in T. Lafk

cc: clien
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Subject 1:
Important highlights:
• In the Fall of 2017, Subject 1 switched to a job in the political campa ign realm,
which meant Rep. Hernandez would have to work more closely with subject 1
• It is important to note that Rep. Hernandez has not spoken to subject 1 since
October 2017.
• In Late October,
counseled Rep. Hernandez to not speak to or
complied.
engage with
• Subject 1 and Rep. Hernandez worked in the same spaces throughout 201 8
without any issues.
Responses to claims:
o It was never made explicitly clear to Rep. Hernandez that the relationsh ip had
ended until May, although Rep. Hernandez does acknowledge that subject one
was becom ing more distant in late March/April.
o What made it confusing for Rep. Hernandez was that they were still intimate in
March/April and he misunderstood that as continued interest on her part.
o Rep. Hernandez meant no harm in sending a gift box, and flowers. Rep.
Hernandez got the gift box idea in December of 2016 from Subject 1 when she
sent him a message from that company. Rep. Hernandez saved the image.

o

In May, after it became clear to Rep. Hernandez that they were just going to be
friends. Rep. Hernandez took that literally and mistakenly to mean they were
actually going to be friends. When he invited her to go on a walk and happy hour,
he did so under these beliefs.
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•

o

o

•

Rep.
now
I pressured to resume
a romantic relationship. He regrets that and wishes he could have
understood that before.
The report lists a series of dates A.310-A3.17 and asserts that Subject 1
consistently tried to avoid all contact with Rep. Hernandez after the May 17
meeting where explicit clarity was given. It asserts that no meetings were sought
that wasn't specific to her _
job and also that she brought another person
with her due to her discomfort.
Please read for yourselves the text messages from that time to get context and
see how perhaps Rep. Hernandez viewed their relationship as having evolved to
a supportive friendship. Note her outreach to him on June 22 at 9pm starting with
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and S bjec 1
n olici ed offe o e ched le he J ne 22
ocial mee ing fo he ne
eek.
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o
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o

3.19: Rep. Hernandez has never "knocked on Subject 1's apartment door
unannounced." That would be impossible as her apartment complex has a main
door which is locked and has a separate entry system that requires being buzzed
in to then walk to any of the unit's inside doors. He told the investigators th is and
yet you were not presented this critical information.

o

In October of 2017, Subject 1 had a new job in the political campaign realm. At a
political event, Rep. Hernandez was trying to introduce Subject 1 to a woman of
color who was thinking of running for office, since it was Rep. Hernandez's job to
recruit
The
political
i
was
i
people
to run for office. She didn't just put Rep. Hernandez off, she put the woman of
color candidate off as well while the potential candidate was standing next to
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Rep. He nande . He a conce ned abo he me age i o ld end o o he
candida e if hi
a he p ojec ed image of he O gani a ion. He did la e
di co e ha he a la e fo a b .
S bjec 1 al o a e pon ible fo o e eeing Rep. He nande '
d ing
hi e en . She checked in i h Rep. He nande abo he
a a pa
he e he eemed ineb ia ed. Rep. He nande fel ncomfo able. Hence Rep.
He nande ' e ha memo iali ed hi
hole e pe ience. The epo implie a
ha h me age ha made he fea fo he job and e o ld like o o ee i fo
o elf in i en i e .
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o
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o

o

o

The claim that she feared for her job is contradicted with evidence that we
provided where Rep. Hernandez clearly states "she's the right person for the job."
For Rep. Hernandez this was about a working relationship and constructive
feedback.
met with Rep. Hernandez the day after this text message. •
. Hernandez and Rep. Hernandez understood and complied with
the counseling and ceased communicating entirely with subject 1.
Rep. Hernandez and Subject 1 worked together professionally throughout 2018
without any issues.
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Subject 2
•

Rep Hernandez has admitted to throwing a phone at a table during a verbal
argument with subject 2 in July of 2019. He deeply regrets that act.
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•

We hope it is clear by now to the committee that the conflict between them wasn't
about her safety as was presented to the media and this committee last May but
instead how Rep. Hernandez broke her heart.

•

•

ended . Rep.
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he commi ee co ld ha e an acc a e pic e of he i a ion i ho
de ail , e he
e e no incl ded in he epo .

he e

In he d af epo , 2 e me age
e e o iginall labeled jealo and
con olling, and in he final epo he 2 e me age
e e elabeled ab i e
and con olling.
In one of he e me age , Rep. He nande a ked h S bjec 2 a in
he f on of he Ube . Hi conce n a p el o e he afe and he e
had been media epo of d i e a a l ing omen ho e e on a ip
booked b omeone el e, a
a he ca e in hi i a ion.
In ano he e me age, Rep. He nande a ked S bjec 2 o p o e o he
he had en a e ha he had no ecei ed.
B.3.12 - The epo
e he e emel loaded e m hen a ing Rep. He nande
a acc ed of ha ing hacked in o he acco n and cancelled he O egon S a e
Legi la e b c ip ion o hi ne le e . I hen a Rep. He nande admi ed
o doing o. This is a completely false and absurd statement - He didn admi
o hacking an hing - legi la o kno ha he can a k Info ma ion S em o
o he aff o emo e people email f om o ne le e di ib ion li
(Go Deli e ) i ho hacking in o acco n .
We belie e he in e iga o
ed hi loaded e m o
and con in e a fal e
na a i e ha he had hin ed a in he p e io i em hen he a acc ed of
hacking in o a ocial media acco n of S bjec 2 and a ing he can hack a
li le. Wha he didn ell o
a he p lled hi
o e f om a Jan a 2018
me enge h ead he e he a efe ing o high chool and al o aid  I like ech
I e o be be e b hing p og e
o fa ha I ge behind ick and old hi
don
o k an mo e, coding ha ad anced o m ch.
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Subject 4
Important highlights:
S bjec 4 o ked fo
hen he and Rep.
He nande da ed in he S mme of 2017.
Rep. He nande ha epea edl a ked he in e iga o
ha Capi ol b ine
a being cond c ed b S bjec 4, he ha a ked fo e ample and a ked fo he
epo o incl de pecific and ho e e e
e e igno ed. Rep. He nande did
no cond c an Capi ol b ine
i h S bjec 4. Rep. He nande ha no een
S bjec 4 ince A g
2018.
In
2017, S bjec 4 go a ne job in he poli ical campaign ealm.
Rep. He nande a ked in e iga o o be e clea and p o ide
e ample of ha hi ne job had o do i h Capi ol b ine , in ead of
a b oad gene al a emen . Thi e e
a igno ed.
In he final epo he in e iga o
a ed:  Rep. Hernande admitted a
consensual intimate interaction with Subject Four, but he denied that there was
an t pe of relationship with Subject Four.
Thi i inco ec , in Rep. He nande
d af epo
i en eb al e
a ed: The ela ion hip be een S bjec 4 and Rep. He nande
ned
in ima e in J l 2017. The
en on da e in J l and A g
of
2017...Thei da ing ela ion hip ne e
ned in o an hing e io .
The claim i ha Rep. He nande
ddenl became in e e ed in S bjec 4 and
ha Rep. He nande p
ed he bjec . This claim is false.
Rep. He nande ha kno n S bjec 4 ince 2015, Rep. He nande
a
S bjec 4 ha been a king fo Rep. He nande
help ince 2015, in
finding a job, in campaign ela ed help all h o gho 2016/17.
S bjec 4 a ked Rep. He nande o o pa
in la e Ma 2017.
In he d af epo S bjec 4 claimed ha h o gho he fall/ in e of 2017
ha Rep. He nande kep
ing o ekindle he ela ion hip, Rep.
He nande p o ided e idence o he in e iga o ha S bjec 4 a he
one ho a
ing o mee i h Rep. He nande , con adic ing he claim.
B hen, he claim go flipped o Rep. He nande didn
an o mee i h
S bjec 4 beca e he an ed a pe onal ela ion hip i h he . So if he
o ld ha e me i h he he o ld ha e been ing o ekindle a
ela ion hip and if he didn
a beca e he a
ing o ekindle a
ela ion hip.
Background/Context:
Fo con e , Rep. He nande
he had mo ed
o Po land.
Rep. He nande o help find S bjec 4 a job a o nd 2015, Rep. He nande
in od ced he o omeone in poli ic and S bjec 4 ended p ge ing a job i h
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them. Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez were friends. Rep. Hernandez would spend
some holidays with their famil ies,
In December 2016/January
Stiii;ted
-"'-""-!.c. Subject 4 was hired onto a new
The political campaign organization does not COlnClJct
i
at the
is a Political organization associated with political campaigns and
does not conduct work at the Capitol nor does business at the Capitol.
o

o

campaign plan; she asked Rep.
give her money, to
host fund raisers for her and to speak at her fund raisers. Evidence of this is linked
below.
o

In early 2017, Subject 4's and Rep. Hernandez's friendsh ip was !lrc",,"~
always looked at Subject 4 as a friend , she
Rep. Hernandez wanted to be on
In May 2017, Subject 4 asked Rep.
, Rep. Hernandez was a little
Hernandez out on a
thrown off by it, because
she liked Rep. Hernandez
like that.

o

The relationsh ip between Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez turned intimate in July
2017. They went on a few dates in July and August 2017. Rep. Hernandez was
really busy in the summer traveling and she was busy as well so the ir schedules
rarely al igned.

o

Their dating relationship never turned into anything serious; their dating naturally

o

Rep. Hernandez attempted to reconcile the ir friendship and so did she in
November/December 2017.
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o

As you'll see in detailed evidence below, from January-July 2018, Subject 4 and
Rep. Hernandez became close friends again soon after December 2017 ; they
had a friendship. Rep. Hernandez helped her out on several occasions, including
an incredible hardship in _
that Subject 4 experienced.

o

closer, but then
that threw a big
Hem.mdezreJiillCmsiiiiiP:
Hernandez set clear
boundaries with Subject 4 on August 13th of 2018 that Rep. Hernandez did not
want an intimate relationship.

o

In early November 2018, Subject 4 contacted Rep. Hernandez at
_
and sent Rep. Hernandez a very personal
I
_
Rep. Hernandez took it as an attempt on her part to rekiinIdle
relationship, Rep. Hernandez did not respond and they have not spoken since.

Claim/Response:
• This is not true , Rep. Hernandez's legislative agenda was already set in
November of 2016. On the contrary, Rep. Hernandez has provided evidence
below that she was reaching out to Rep. Hernandez for help and information.
Throughout 2017, Subject 4 asked for Rep. Hernandez's help in
. In
I
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•

On May 13, 2017, subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez to go out with her and
party/drink with her.
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o

Rep. Hernandez and Subject 4 ended up spending time together this
night; Rep. Hernandez invited others to tag along. Subject 4 did tell Rep.
Hernandez later that night that she was just hoping it was the two of them.
There was absolutely no attempt on Rep . Hernandez's part for any form
of intimacy at this point. At the end of the night, Subject 4 did kiss Rep.
Hernandez before she went home.
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•

•
o

During this night, subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez and others to host a
party for her.
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•
o

Rep. Hernandez co-organized the event on May. , 2017 as requested
by subject 4 _

•

On the night of July 14, 2017 , Subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez over to her hotel
and they did get intimate.

•

On July 20, 2017 Subject 4 Invited Rep. Hernandez to a
event on Aug 17th
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o

•

On August 4th and 5th 2017, Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez went on dates, wine

o

•

On August 2, 2017, they discussed their relationships and some of her concerns ,
not over anything professionally oriented , but because she was a f r a i d _
.would think and do over her and Rep. Hernandez seeing each other. Rep.
Hernandez told Subject 4 that she had full control over her and Rep. Hernandez's
relationship and told her he was going to back away since she vocalized a
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concern. She immediately responded by
_There is more in th is text thread that
claims that she was concerned that Rep. Hernandez was pursuing an intimate
relationsh ip for professional reasons.
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•

On September 30, 2017 subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez dancing.

•

Subject 4 and Rep. Hernandez loosely dated from July 14th to September of
2017; Rep. Hernandez was out of town a lot during this time, as you can see in
the facebook messenger evidence, and Subject 4 had very l i m i t e d _
Their relationship was never formal , they eventually became good friends and the
first corroborating evidence that Rep. Hernandez has of this is a September 30,
2017 facebook messenger m,,"s.age.
about her ex
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o

•

03.16:

•

03.13-03.15: It should be noted that the investigators do not know how to distinguish
between political campaign work and legislative business.
o Throughout the winter of 2017, Subject 4 was
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•

If you look at Subject 4 and Rep . Hernandez's Facebook messenger conversation on
January 16th, 2018 at
Rep. Hernandez a video and asking
Rep. Hernandez
o

o

o

. Hernandez an emoji
which woke Rep. Hernandez up. They continued our conversation as you can
read in the thread .
On
, 2018 3:44am she wrote :

•
•
o

On Janluary

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I

I
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Feb a

2nd 2018, S bjec 4 in i ed Rep. He nande

o a c eening of a film
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o

•

February 13th 2018 Subject 4 and Rep . Hernandez met up for drinks, a mutua l friend
joined them. Rep. Hernandez memorialized this through Rep. Hernandez's instagram
story and a video.

o

•

-

February 22 , 2018 , Subject 4 ema ils Rep . Hernandez about meeting up at the event.
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o

, Subject 4 joined a private party event Rep. Hernandez hosted.

•

On _
2018 , Subject 4 took Rep. Hernandez's place to give a speech at an
event because Rep. Hernandez couldn 't make it, and Rep. Hernandez asked her if she
cou ld take Rep. Hernandez's place

. Hernandez a voicemail.
ask Rep. Hernandez for

o

<>lJOJE"Cl4 asked Rep. Hernandez to help draft a statement about
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o

•

•

On March 19, 2018, Subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez for a ride to h e r .

-

On April.2018, Subject 4 asked Rep. Hernandez to present at ~i th her.

On April 29, 2018, Subject 4 invited Rep. Hernandez to her house to come drin k and
wor k _

•

On May. 20 18 Subject 4 and a group of friend s invited Rep. Hernandez t o _
for drin king. Rep. Hernandez did not g o _

•

On August 7th , 2018, Subject 4 sent Rep. Hernandez a Birthday gift card. The ca rd read
"Happy Birthday to my favorite Leo" It was a $125 gift card to a restaurant that is known
for romantic dinners and dates.

o

•

It is important to note that subject Rep. Hernandez thinks it is strange that she is saying
she "fe lt" obligated, when they did not have any work whatsoever at the Capitol. Session
was over in February 2018. Also, Rep. Hernandez's support is never contingent on a
relationsh ip; Rep. Hernandez's work is focused and centered on social justice. Subject 4
and Rep. Hernandez's friendship ended in November 2018 because Rep. Hernandez
wanted to end it. And eve n afte r that, Rep. Hernandez still supported Su bject 4
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and Rep. Hernandez proved that, by doing a news inte"'ie,.

•

On November 1st, 2018 11 :10pm , Subject 4 messaged Rep. Hernandez regard in g .
Rep. Hernandez made the assumption that Subject 4 was
;nr;;;ni8tiiOri De', allse she wanted to know if Rep . Hernandez was datin g .
Hernandez also believed that Subject 4 was still interested in an intimate
reilitic,nshlilP with Rep. Hernandez and that she was ioclkirlo
relationsh ip Rep. Hernandez would have with

•

On November 2nd , Rep. Hernandez's assumptions became more like presumptions
when Rep. Hernandez received a really long and personal email from Subject 4. Please
read th is ema il, because it shows a different D":lU I"e
investigators about Rep. Her",,"ciez
o

Rep. Hernandez never responded to her ema il. Rep. Hemandez did not want any
relationsh ip with Subject 4 after that because Rep. Hernandez's belief was that
she knew that Rep. Hernandez was potentially getting in a relationsh ip wit h .
_
and she was going to try to sabotage it because she wanted to be in a
relationsh ip with Rep. Hernandez. Rep. Hernandez ceased to commun icate with
subject 4.
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